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Your handy guide
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in Tankwa Town.
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WT F?

Where the hell is
Off-Centre Camp?
And who are all these
wonderful people?
And, WTF IS THAT
THING? OMG!

	Off-Centre Camp is even better
than last year, head on over and
check it out.
	If it's far from the madding crowd
you're after, head to the open
camping to the left of Entrance Rd.
	If your camp's too cramped with
vehicles, park some of them in the
parking lot along Entrance Rd to
make more space.
	Private camps who use tent
erection companies need to meet
them at the rendezvous spot,
located on the old airstrip, to
direct them to their camp location,
and assist in erecting tents.
	The watercourse between Lady
Davina and the gate is off-limits,
as we're doing our best to protect
what's a sensitive biosphere with
very soft sand. .
	From here on out, Mutant Vehicles
will not be permitted to drive
around the Binnekring, other than

crew and emergency vehicles.
MV’s should cross into the circle
over Binnekring Rd, and can travel
down all radials off Binnekring.
	If you're into mountainbiking
or trail running, there's a 35km
trail that starts & ends at the
yellow Welkom caravan at 2nd
gate. Getting lost in the desert is
dangerous, so please use it with a
partner/s, and take water.
	The R355 is even more keen to
eat your tyres and teach reckless
drivers a serious lesson. Don't let
that happen: drive safely.
	Radio Free Tankwa is
broadcasting on 99.9FM - and
is looking for your stories and
performance (head to the live
studio @ OCC for more).
Traffic pulsing will be in effect
on Exodus all of Sunday. Relax,
tune into Radio Free Tankwa and
remember to secure your load.

Here’s what’s new this year:

Welcome home!
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You hold in your
hands the single
most informative
document in Tankwa
Town. It’s designed
to help you navigate
your town and
make sense of what
you see, so your
experience can
unfold in new and
interesting ways.
Just be aware: all
things in Tankwa
Town are –ish, so
scheduled events
may happen earlier
or later than listed.
The only way to
know is to explore,
and find out!
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Event Services

O ff-Cent re
Camp (OCC)

Located between
8-ish and 9ish on the
Binnekring, this is HQ
for Rangers, Medics,
Sanctuary and our
operations centre and it’s where Kid’s
Registration happens.
The big red booth is
where volunteers can
sign up and check in
for most shifts (or be
pointed in the right
direction).
There are loads of
chalkboards with
shift lists on display
- and for you to leave
messages.
Lost & Found is also
located here, and
there’s a donations
box for Outreach.
It’s also an open
mic / creative &
performance space
daily from Monday
to Sunday - check
out the boards on
the day and speak
to Princess Feisty
about getting a slot.
Comes with speakers,
microphones, mixer
and stands provided.
Open every day from
8am to 8pm.
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Toilet s

If it didn’t come outta
your body, it doesn’t go
in the potty. Our toilets
are all round the edge
of the camping areas
and there are even
some in the camping
area, and some in the
Binnekring. Please use
them. The longdrops
come with lovely
views. Look for the
white flags and lights.
A red flag means it is
out of order, please
use the next one.

Airs t rip

Take a look at the
map to see where our
airstrip, and helipad
are - and please don’t
go anywhere near
them when planes or
choppers are taxiing
or landing, even if it
looks cool. Planes
are fascinating for
the kids but also very
dangerous - please
never touch them, or
go close, without the
pilot. They can bite.

Drones & RC
Aircraft

If you plan on
operating a drone
recreationally or to
shoot footage from,
you need to register
your drone with our
UAV team. Members
of out UAV team
will be at Off-Centre
Camp at 12 midday
each day to advise
drone operators on fly
zones, do inspections
and assist with
registrations.

Dept. of Public
Works (DPW)

They built this city - the
roads, the streetlights,
the toilets you use and
the signs that help
you find your way, so
show them some love!
One way you can do
that is by donating
any unopened or
non-perishable goods
(including beer) you
don’t need, on Exodus.
Another is by not
asking to borrow their
tools - or walking into
their camp uninvited,
as it’s their home, not
a theme camp.

Dept. of
Mutant Vehicles
(DMV)

If you’ve brought a
Mutant Vehicle this
is where you come
to license it to drive
in Tankwa Town.
Remember to bring
your registration
number. Meet sporty
horny types in short
skirts playing pool and
handing out traffic
fines. The home of
oxtail potjies, gifted
coffee and the smell
of LRP and delicious
craft beer. Located
at 6ish.

Medics

Headaches and
hangovers? They’re
not emergencies.
Our medics are
there to assist in
emergencies only - so
for all other medical
stuff, be self-reliant
and use your medical
kit. Look for the big
red cross and inform
your campmates of
where to find them if
needed. Located at
Off-Centre Camp.

Rangers

Rangers are nonconfrontational
community mediators,
there to promote
awareness of potential
hazards, ranging
from sunburn to tent
fires. They are NOT
police but interactive
participants of the
community who
protect and assist
the people of Tankwa
Town - not the
property.
The Ranger
Headquarters is in OffCentre Camp between
8ish & 9ish.

Sanct uary

A quiet space for
participants who
are having a rough
time of it. If you have
a psychological
emergency, this is
where you can find
calm and sanctuary.
For more information
check with the
Rangers or Medics.
Located at OCC.
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Signing up for a
Volunteer shift? Fancy
Greeting at the Virgin
Bell? Being a Volunteer
Faery or Coordinator
at Off Centre Camp?
MOOPing a mess?
Help registering
children? There are
numerous ways you
can step up and
volunteer - and we
welcome you no mater
what skills you have.
It’s a great way to
make your experience
more meaningful
and give back to the
community.
Volunteer HQ is at
Off Centre Camp.

Ice, ice, baby!

The only thing sold in
Tankwa Town. Open
daily from 11am –2pm,
Monday to Saturday.
Located at the OCC.

Media Booth
Members of the media
and documentary
filmmakers, this is
where you register
on site and can get
info on where to find
representatives of
AfrikaBurn for handy
quotes and interviews.
There’ll be a media
session at 11am on
Thursday at the Booth,
located at the OCC.

MOOP Swoops

Join us as we stroll the
Binnekring and spread
the Gospel of MOOP.
Monday-Saturday,
starting at 2pm from
Off-Centre Camp.
Bring your MOOP bag
and a buddy or get one
from us. P.S: we will be
stopping along every
pub along the way…

T he Mighty
MOOP March

FRiday at 2pm,
fromOff Center Camp.
We’ve got Mutant
Vehicles, great tunes,
MOOP bags to give
away, a mission and
a purpose - to spread
the message of Leave
No Trace while hitting
every pub in town!
Bring a flag, a banner
and a bag, come
dressed up and join
us as we walk the talk
and swoop and deMOOP.

Theme camps

Volunteers

T his is how
it works:

The Theme Camps,
Artworks - and
everything else you
encounter - are all
created with love.
Please treat them
with the respect and
care they deserve.
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1 + 0 NLY
Sundowner Deck
(44) Creativecase

Sit up high with a 360°
uninterrupted view
of the open desert or
the bustling Tankwa
Town, whilst enjoying
conversation, a
beverage and listening
to chilled tunes and the
sounds of Tankwa.
Drinks from 16h00 –
17h30 from Mon – Fri,
morning yoga on certain
mornings.
Decade & Dux

Alienz Coffee
Shop ( 29) Alienz

We are the Alienz, we
come in peace, we
bring coffee! Unicorns,
Rocketeers, Time
Travellers, Star Children,
Aliens and other Burners
- bring your mug for
cappuccino and treats
between 8am - 10:30am.
Tea & coffee (Self
Service) for the rest
of the day. Stages for
impromptu shows, Live
Music, Acrobats, Belly
Dancers, Yoga Class,
Fire Art, Drumming.
Everyone is welcome to
come chill or show off
their awesome talents
in our shaded space or
on one of our stages.
Alienz Coffee Shop
will seat 200 people
in an otherworldly

atmosphere. Do join us
on Sat for our annual
fashion show and on
Tue for the “Walk of the
Dead”.

6ish & Binnekring

Arcadia

(83)

An oasis of love, light
and happiness in the
desert. Our warm and
welcoming camp will
have disco beats, a day
bed of amazingness and
plenty of good vibes.
Cocktail hour will be just
before sunset, join us on
our adventures through
space and time!
9:30ish & Buitekring

Atelier (77)

Surrounded by candles
and fading light bulbs,
Atelier sets you up with
the two best things in
life: acoustic music and
electronic music. We’re
bringing instruments
from around the world
and invite you to come
play them any time of
day. Think piano, cajon,
hang, guitar, bongos,
djembé and harmonica.
Whether you’re a gifted
pianist, a bathroom
singer or just curious to
play a hang, we’ll always
be clapping when
you’re done :) As the
sun goes down and the
temperature dwindles,
it’s time to turn up the
6

volume with the best
that Amsterdam and
Berlin have to offer!
Open from 11am to
3pm every day for all
of the above on the
Wednesday, Thursday,
Friday and Saturday.

9:30ish & Binnekring

Beach, Please! (60)
Dirty Love Affairs

Beach, Please! is
Tankwa Town’s tropical
beach resort! In line
with the theme of
AfrikaBurn this year we
have incorporated the X
into “X marks the spot”
and this year will be our
“Pirate Edition”. We will
be serving grog, there
will be bar wenches,
there will be sword
fights, people will be
walking the plank and
on Thursday evening we
will be hosting the 2nd
annual Captain’s Ball!
6:50ish Binnekring

Bedazzled (61)

Forgotten to bring
outfits? Bored with what
you did bring? We’re
here for you! Bedazzled
is the unofficial
official-like fancy
dress shop at the burn.
Transformation is the
name of the game. Think
outrageous dresses,
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crazy hats, colourful
costumes, wigs galore
and much much more...
Opens at 9ish and shuts
at 6ish.
7ish Binnekring

Befokte (95)

Befokte Crew

The warm wooded lit up
bush camp with a fusion
of cultural cuisine for
the lovers of fine wine
and a befokte time.
A stampeding flow
of electronic beats is
proudly bought to you
by the buffalo stage, an
in-house art installation
to give you horns from
the moment we press
play. A vibrant oasis for
the dessert dweller, just
drift on in wondering
soul... the vibe is yours.
Wednesday - boerie rolls
Thursday - delicious
fishes Friday - Rib Braai
Saturday - Spitbraai,
lamb to the slaughter.
10ish & Kisses

Birthday Suits (8)

Birthday Suits is a
fabulous space to leave
clothes and hang ups
at the door. We make it
comfortable and chilled
to rock it out in your
birthday suit and we
have lots of activities
and gifts to make it

worth the visit. We will
be offering the famous
shower hour and sunset
cocktails as well as
other bits and bobs like
drumming, painting etc.
3ish & Binnekring

Bob & The Beatles
(35) The Epicentre

Our purpose is to
bring the legends of
music history to the
Burn. This year our
collective brings ‘Bob
& The Beatles’ - we
celebrate these 2
artists by bringing their
music. Our gift to the
Burn is serving cold
and refreshing Beatle
Juice every day around
1500ish. Complimenting
this we have several
other activities: - Game
of Life - icebreaker game
that mixes cards against
humanity and truth and
dare. - Star gazing - 60’s
themed games - (hula
hoop competitions,
twister, giant jenga).
- Expresso box - An
imaginative space
where participants can
recite poignant phrases.
6ish & Buitekring

Bubbles and Bass (93)
Rocking out from first
light ‘til midday with
bubbly bass-tastic

house music. Dance the
morning hours away,
enjoy an interesting
conversation with a new
friend, and drink some
bubbly while you watch
the sun rise over Tankwa
Town! Bring your own
cup if you want to enjoy
the bubbly!
Wednesday - Sunday
mornings just before
sunrise - noonish.
10ish & Generation

The Burning Bush
(41)
Burning Bush Team

The gift of Peace: An
oasis in the desert. Need
the gift of healing? Some
spiritual insight? A safe
space or a listening
ear? We are able to
help. Young and old are
welcome. Cool drinks
and tent time in the
afternoons after lunch.
Hot drinks, fireside
fellowship and tent chill
time after dark.

Box to Stofadil on 6ish

Burning Mail (15)

The Burning Mailers

Tankwa Town’s official
Post Office, where
burners pick out
specially designed
postcards, write “wish
you were here” to people
around the world, stick
on stamps, and pop

them in the mail box.
We post all the cards on
our return to the default
world. We also offer
an inter-camp postal
delivery service, making
our rounds across the
Binnekring in a big red
postal delivery van. The
van will be a mobile
post office, so people
who don’t make it to
our post office can still
experience the fun of
sending postcards with
Burning Mail. Open each
day from Wed – Sat,
10am to 4pm. Postal van
does rounds regularly
during this time.
4ish & Binnekring

Buy A Donkey X (7)
Back and looking
forward in sharing
the magic with all in
attendance. Once again
the crew (that hails
from all over this great
big planet of ours) will
be dishing out super
delicious red wine
sangria’s every day
between 1pm and 5pm
to the sound of sweet
Romanian underground
house beats. All this will
take place in a super
chilled out space, where
we will welcome fellow
burners to come and
share their collective
energy of goodwill and
fabulousness! Unity,

love, disco lights and joy
is at the order of the day,
every day! Opskop X on
Thursday night 10pm ish
- and 5am – ish.
2:30ish Binnekring

Camp Anvil (58)

METALHEADS

Flames & bangs & beer
& repair. Gifting fire and
explosive entertainment.

Camp Element (33)
The Elementals

Any of the four
substances Air,
Water, Fire, and Earth
formerly believed to
compose the physical, a
fundamental, essential,
or irreducible constituent
of a composite entity
universe transcends
to the Tankwa Town
concept of self
consciousness.
Charcuterie and
Champagne Dress Up
Table on the Binnekring
Friday 6pm ish. Daily
board games and food
offerings with hydration
liquid refreshments for
the wise... watch board
at camp entrance for
times... watch for the
manual mutant butterfly
on the Binnekring for
shade and possible
hydration liquid
refreshments.
5:30ish Buitekring
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Camp Merrytwit (42)

The Octopus’
Gardeners

A bunch of Twits
welcome you to your
friendly chill out spot in
suburbia. Pop by every
morning for the best
masala chai this side of
Hyderabad, guaranteed
to start your day off
spicy. Afternoons will
see (double) jelly-shots,
street croquet, games,
silliness and generalised
mirth. And never forget
the motto of Camp
Merrytwit: Logic Has
No Place Here. Morning
chai every day, jelly
shots randomly, croquet
sometimes and mirth
constantly.
6ish & Box

Camp NOW (88)

Life On Mars NOW

On Thursday April 28
at 2:30 pm, celebrate
the 3rd annual Leopard
Mafia take over! Kicking
off from Camp NOW
with leopard cocktails
and prowling the playa
with Buggy Nights. Wear
your best spotted print
and feel the sexy, sleek
inner beast awaken! Star
Wars Dress-up Friday
with C3PNOW and R2D2
and Buggy Nights Silent
Disco: may the force
be with you. Shed your
9

clothes on sunny Sunday
with a nude shower party.
Sunset parties every
night.
10ish Axiom & Buxom

Camp Skaduwee (20)
The burnt orange haven
on the Binnekring where
you are welcome to rest,
relax, interact, meet,
connect, dance and most
importantly reconnect
with fellow burners
while enjoying our music
journey and morning
yoga.
Morning Yoga 9am
WWW (Wear White
Wednesday) 4 - 10pm
Thursday and Friday
- Skaduwee Sessions
5 - 10pm
Saturday - All Day We
Dream 12ish to 8pm
5ish & Binnekring

Camp Stardust ( 25)

We are offering
participants to play
Watermelon Time Bomb
- come and take a seat
and play this trilling
game. Add an elastic and
see if the watermelon
explodes. For spectators
we also offer a doodle
board to relax and chat
will watching the action
every day.
Stofadil & Buitekring

Camp Sunset Oasis
(22) Freerange

At the edge of the desert
discover wondrous
relaxation at Camp
Sunset Oasis. Enjoy a
cup of ice tea in front of
an undisturbed desert
vista, get a gift of water
from our well and wash
away the dust in our
handcrafted showers and
choose a treatment from
our various spa offerings.
Take a load off at Camp
Sunset Oasis!
Our Camp will be open to
any and all visitors from
11am to 3pm every day
for all of the above on the
Wednesday, Thursday,
Friday and Saturday of
the festival.
5ish & Buitekring

The Dawg House
(94) The OHRB and

Co

Come for a belly rub and
from about 3pm we will
be serving Dawg House
specialties to hungry
pups and join the pack
after dark from about
10pm when our resident
DJs show off their bark
as we howl at the moon.
Expect to have your
Pavlovian responses
tantalized through deep
and heavy basslines,
from tech house to
psytrance, promising
to leave you drooling.

Serving afternoon
meals from about 3pm,
music will be on from
about 2:30 until sunset.
Evening/late night
parties from about 10pm
until sunrise.
Cnr Ixia & 10ish

Daybreak Coffee
Corner (43)
Naked Chefs

The place to reflect on
yesterday and plan for
today with a freshly
brewed cup of moer
coffee in your hand.
Coffee will be served
daily when the first rays
of sun hits Tankwa Town
and we can admire the
sunrise with awe with a
freshly brewed cup of
Java. This will last ‘til
the brew is done. We
are Moop conscious
and will request that you
bring your own cup.
Decade & Coexist

Desert Magic ( 26)

Come and chill with
us in our comfortable
tent. Get out of the
sun and away from the
dust and stretch out
on bean bags. From 2
to 5 you can indulge in
some flavoured tea or
sip on delicious chai tea
served in china cups
on silver trays. Nibble

on homemade biscuits
while relaxing to the
best of Cafe Del Mar. If
this is all too laid back
for you then challenge a
fellow burner to a game
of backgammon. Gather
around at 5pm to be
amazed by our resident
magician, who will wow
you with his tricks and
psychic powers. After
the sun sets come and
join us for hubbly bubbly,
spontaneous guitar
sessions and great
conversation.
10 to 2 - chill time with
backgammon
2 to 5 pm - flavoured tea
and homemade biscuits
5 to 6 pm - magic show
6 to midnight - hubbly
bubbly and guitar
jamming sessions
5:20ish & Binnekring

Doodle (39)

A very chilled area with
lots of pens, pencils,
kokis and doodle
papers for a bit of quiet
colouring in away form
the hustle and bustle.
Stofadil & Coexist

Doodle Bug
Creative Block (36)

Unleash your doodlebug
on our art blocks then
hang your artwork
in our Desert Doodle
Gallery. If you are lucky

our pop up bar will be
open and you can sip
on an icy G&T while you
doodle and mingle. Your
artworks are yours to
take home at the end
if you like, otherwise
they become part of the
growing gallery. Also
look out for our roaming
doodle board on the
move. Open and active
from sun up to sun
down. Our pop up bar is
exactly that and serves
up a delicious G&T
wheneverish the mood
strikes.
6ish Plaza & Apex

e’Xe (64)
Xplorers

Find Camp e’Xe under
the lit up ‘X”. A fun
camp to come climb,
swing, hang, dance and
perform in.
Various DJ’s play mostly
at sunsets.
7ish & Binnekring

Enchanted Forest
(48) Tree Lovers
Enchanted Forest
provides burners with a
small chill area shaded
by 30 or so indigenous
trees. Come chill
anytime day or night.
Apex to Box on 6ish
Plaza
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Essential Spa &
Wedding (34)

We provide an oasis in
the desert, revitalizing
the body and soul.
Daily treatments and
rubs from 11am - 2pm
Night time spa treats
7pm - 9pm Chill zone
opened all hours (lights
might die around 2 am)
LOVE yourself maze
opened 24/7 - can attach
message and gain
strength from other Big
Wedding day! 29 April Gogga & Tasja’s wedding
3pm - late - starting
at camp, ceremony at
Temple and after party
at Space Cowboys’ art
work.
5:45ish Buitekring

Ever Land (96)
Ever Land Pirates

A place between dreams
and reality ~ Where all
you need is Faith, Trust
and a little bit of Tankwa
dust!
Daily 11ish - 3ish
(we can cheat on
these fields on special
occasional nights):
Music / Performances
/ Ceremonies / Yoga /
Activities (line up and
surprise acts will be
kept secret till time is
ready to share, we like
some mystery) Chill out /
Shade area always open.
10ish & Lux
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Far Far Away (97)
Pull in for some good
psytrance stomping.
Far end of 10ish

Flaming Hippos (87)

The Flaming Hippos
will light up the desert
with fiery breath and
awesome tunes. You
can’t miss this hungry
hippo art car driving
through the playa. Stop
by for a drink, dance or
to sample on the hippo’s
infectious gases. Our
flames will ignite your
Burn! The hippo will be
on the move night and
day throughout Tankwa.
Pop by for sundowner
cocktails or a gaseous
dose of laughter. We will
be showcasing a lineup
of top international DJs.
Follow the flames to
the hippo. Join us for
some chilled daytime
acoustic vibes at 9:30 &
A - performances to be
announced.
9:30ish & Axiom

The Flow Arts
Commune (67)

We are the custodians
of the Eternal Flame.
A fun playful group of
flow artists: fire dancers,
object manipulators,
dancers, musicians and
yogis. Swing past our
camp if you’d like to

learn some acro-yoga,
hop on a slackline,
learn to handstand,
spin some poi and so
much more. Take a look
at our schedule board
at our camp for daily
activities and planned
fire performances.
7:45ish Binnekring

Fractal Chill
Ethiopian Coffee
House (49)

Manifestement

Relax in the shade
of our tent and enjoy
Ethiopian coffee, chai,
ginger rooibos or mint
tea. All our brews
are accompanied by
popcorn, and other treats
from time to time. We
have an in-house muso
that will play processions
and encourage jamming
of the musically minded.
In our Camp you don’t
wash the cups, or help
with the prep work, or
use your own cups. We
look after you Bedouin
style, you are our guests.
Open at 13-00 and will
serve the last drinks
around 17-00.
Cnr Apex & 6ish Plaza

The Friend Zone (17)
Ever been in the Friend
Zone? You always know
when you’re in the friend
zone… a true test on
your mental strength

and physical skill. Come
join us at Tankwa’s first
official Friend Zone
where we have all the
games to keep you
on your game for the
journey of X! Hosting
fun for every burner
out there, from beach
bats and swing ball to
backgammon, avalon
and catan - we’ve got
you sorted for hours in
the zone.
4:30ish Binnekring

Friko Pops (92)

POP into our welcoming
and colourful camp
and you’ll find all kinds
of things that POP:
cocoPOPs, POPsicles,
POPcorn, a Mary POPins
kiss, bubbles POPping,
POPping bottles…
Our bar will be open
everyday from 3-5pm
offering beverages and
POP related goodies
and activities. On Friday
evening we plan on
hosting a party with
electro and house music.
10ish & Flummox

G.B.U (6)

Soul food. Bringing good
musical vibes.
2ish & Binnekring

Galactic Light
Lounge (37)
Camp Chaos

Once the sun has set
the galactic light lounge
comes alive. Set out on
an adventure into the
unknown and find us
below the earth. During
the day come and relax
in the shade, and at night
prepare yourself for an
experience like no other.
The aim of the Galactic
Light Lounge is to create
a space where the
burners of Tankwa Town
can experience true joy
and a silly smile.
Stofadil opposite Apex

The Greasemonkeys
(52)

Adrift in a hot and
dusty sea? If you have
something that’s
broken, the Infernal
Greasemonkeys will
try fix it, and show you
how! We’re willing life
mechanics! Strange
car engine smells,
unexpected mechanical
niggles, tyre punctures,
squeaky bikes longing
for some TLC, button
popped off your favourite
hat? You name it, we’ll
fix it! All new this year:
come by to make a DIY
personalised bike ID tag
so your 2-wheeled friend
can find its way home &
we’re an official lost and

found bike site too.

6ish & Buitekring

G&T Garden (74)

Film screenings by day
and a G&T garden by
night. Laid back lounge
vibe all the time. Any
and all welcome. Film
screenings at 11h-ish
and 15h-ish. G&T served
in the Garden at the
crack of dusk.
9:30ish & Binnekring

Helter Smelter (75)

Turn Moop into Art in the
most hellishly cool way.
Bring your aluminum
cans and pop them into
our firey crucibles.
Jump on one of our bikes
and pedal just a little, we
will convert your hard
work into heat and melt
your cans and you can
then pour them into a
mould and walk away
with a beautiful pendant
or ring. Burn hot – burn
hard – come and burn
with the heavy metal
collective.
9.30 & Binne &
Buitekkring

Homo Ludens, a
Place to Play… (73)

Pink Gecko and the
Magic Desert Lizards

A dome that will host
all kinds of activities,
also from people from
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other camps. In the
front of our camp we will
organise spontaneous
and planned activities
with analogue games.
Our general motivation
is to play with fate and
others through all kinds
of ways.
9:20ish Binnekring

House of Cards
(47)
Camp Phoenix

Feeling frazzled? The
Wheel of Fortune is the
Xth card in the Tarot
Deck, encapsulating
every other card, every
human condition and
every spiritual path
within its complex
symbolism. Swing our
Wheel of Fortune for a
suggested spiritual path
forward, get insight from
a one-on-one Goddess
or Tarot reading, lie
back listening to quietly
read stories, or make
new friends playing
card games in our
comfortable lounge with
its lavish desert views.
A chilled space for both
children and adults.
Tarot readings and card
games 2-4pm. Stories
and secrets 1-2pm.
Decade opposite Box
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The 2016
Independent
Republic of
Boerassic Park (79)
Boerassic Park

A destination filled with
history and heritage with
many visuals to take
you back in time with
the old Afrikaners’ way
om partie te hou, lekker
kitsch, tong-in-thecheek! Kom ons deel in
alles wat lekker is! Visit
Boerassic Farm Kitchen
for tales of yesteryear
and exquisite vetkoek,
home brewed coffee
made each morning.
Morning from 9ish to
11ish fresh moer coffee
and hot sweet vars
vetkoek day time shade
and a place to ontspan
from the heat of the day.
Early evening till late
user friendly log seats
around open fire pits
for warmth and old folk
stories.
10ish & Binnekring

Kwanja
zothu’ Mlilo ( 2)

The name of our camp
means ‘dogs sitting
around the fire’ and
where things happen
in Tankwa Town. Our
concept is basically a
conversation between
twenty artists, ranging
from performance,

dance, sculpture,
musicians and DJ’s
and visual art. During
the period of our
conversations and
performances, the
collective will also
prepare uMqombothi
(sorghum beer) to share
with community of
Tankwa Town and to our
visitors at the camp. Our
programme consists
of ‘Window Part II’, a
performance and Dance
by ten artists, Directed
and choreography
by Ndikhumbule and
Jackie, and ‘Kwanja
zothu’Mlilo Sessions’,
which is a creative
conversation and a live
act between Visual
Artists, Musicians and
a DJ Lead artist: Dathini
(visual and sound arts)
Monwabisi (Guitarist
and composer) and
Sukuma (DJ).
2ish Cul-de-sac

Love All Tennis
Camp (56)

Come get your balls
bouncing on our
fabulous Love All Tennis
Court! A real life size
tennis court, with all the
equipment you will need
for a fine afternoon’s
tennis match. Ball
boys, cheerleaders
and umpires welcome!
Tennis Court Sundowner

Party on Thursday from
3pm - 8pm. For the rest
of the time, the tennis
court will be open and
available for anyone to
come and play anytime!
6:10ish Binnekring

Love Your Planet
(62)

Lost? …yup… Thirsty? …
uh-huh… Looking for
some company? …absofucking-lutely… Then
come join us at Love
Your Planet where you
can experience all things
hemp. Hemp carpets,
couches, cushions,
hammocks, mint and
hemp leaf (low THC)
tea, nutritious hemp
seeds and even some
hemp oil to nourish that
Tankwa hide, all while
getting your groove on
to some top-shelf deep
house, trance, techno,
and alternate beats. Slip
on your Xtra fancy pants
and Xpress Yourself by
joining LOKI the Mutant
Rhino, Love Your Planet
and Bees Knees for some
rootin’ tootin’ lunchtime
madness bringing some
filthy beats to the dusty
streets of 7-ish. 2pm on
Friday.
7ish & Buitekring

Magical Mystery
Mob ( 27)

Treasure hunts daily
from 10ish until 4ish.
Wednesday at Sunset:
The first burn of the
Burn - The Burning
Mob, decorated by our
treasure hunters, will go
up in flames! Thursday
at Sunset: Bubbles,
baubles, belly dancers
and a genie gather
around a magic carpet
ride through the desert.
Friday at Sunset: A magic
carpet hip-swaggering
dance bazaar. Saturday
at Sunset: Epic, grand,
fabulous, swirling congaline through the desert to
a sunset party.
5:30ish Binnekring

MemnoX Menagerie
(31) Xhurch of MemnoX

A shifting changing
collection of spirit
creatures and base
animal natures, frolicking
together in our shady
confines. It’s a chill out
tent, where all creatures
great and small are
welcome. Come get
a petting, or maybe
be converted to your
higher spiritual self
by our resident gods!
Furry, feathery and scaly
friends unite under the
Xhurch of MemnoX!
Please feed the animals.

Consensual heavy
petting permitted. Daily
activities advertised on
the board at the entrance
include: Masked Gods
Mission Visits - Panda
Fact Readings - Feeding
Times - Ritual Sacrifices
and Rebirths - Animal
Sighting Reports Interspecies Dance
Offs - Animal Rescue
- Chaperoned Petting
Sessions.
Buitekring & Stofadil

Metastofasis (10)

Naked Chefs with
lumo pancakes - either
mornings or early
evening or after dark.
See board for times.
Thursday night definitely
evening as we are having
a party. Camo court 10’ish every alternate
day. Manic manicures
- 11’ish every alternate
day. Crazy creche late morning to early
afternoon. Re-unite with
your inner child. ScoobyDoo wire bracelets - open
table every day. UV ink
stamping - at party time,
but when dark. Every
day. Bead bizarre - open
table every day to make
yourself something
pretty.
3:20ish & Binnekring
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The Misfits (91)

We will be displaying
photographs of the first
nine years of AfrikaBurn
in our outdoor art gallery
as well as creating a
welcoming oasis from
the harsh Tankwa
sun with comfortable
seating and a misting
system to cool you
down. Art gallery open
from sunrise to sunset,
mister on during the
heat of the day, caramel
vodka shooters served
whenever a weary Burner
finds refuge in our oasis.
10ish & Dextrous

After plopping down the
rabbit hole, this is the
entrance to a mystical
world where anything is
possible and love reigns
supreme. Thursday at
8ish, Dr Crawford will
guide us through the
universe at Tankwa’s
planetarium. Daily
cookies and hugs at the
Oracle’s Hug Deli. Have
a selfie with a sprinkle
of tickle or a bear and
spank hug. Take a
seat on the couch of
perspective and commit
your desires to the
burning beating heart.
4ish & Buitekring

Mystical Lounge
New Beginnings (38)
of body as art (18) Just the two of us

Body Art Collective

A calm oasis where
people become art. Open
for body adornment
9ish to 3ish, yoga as per
schedules on board usually morning. Sunset
cocktail hour (ish)
because they run out.
Participation events as
scheduled - see board
outside. Evening chill
lounge 7 - 12 midnight.
4:40ish Binnekring

Nebuchadnezzar (21)
Neo, take the red
pill and choose love,
wonderment, nonjudgment and hugs.
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Hot Showers For All
from Sunrise to Sunset.
A New Birth. A New
Beginning. Every Day.
Abundant as the waters
of the river Ganges
flowing from Shiva’s hair.
Expose yourself and let
the warm rains cleanse
your body, mind and
soul. Featuring: - Warm
water. - Super ecofriendly showerheads.
- Biodegradable Soap.
- Friendly, easy-going
camp people. Open
shower from sunrise to
sunset.
Stofadil btwn Apex
& Box

Opium Gentlemen’ s
Club (1) Opium Tribe

Monday: Soft opening
6pm till late
Tuesday: 2-5pm Nipple
Tassel Workshop
followed by sundowners
Wednesday: 5pm till late
Flirty Fire Festival with
Flow Arts Commune &
Spirit Train
Thursday: laid back
Friday: 2-5pm Nipple
Tassel Workshop
hosted by the sexy
Ella & scrumptious
Meeya, followed by our
Binnekring Sexy Playa
Bunny sundowner drinks
Saturday: 6pm sunset
drinks, till late
2ish Cul-de-sac

Pancake Pozzie (28)

The Pancake People

The Pancake People
are back this year and
eager to welcome you
to their Pancake Pozzie.
Approach with caution
though, as their mixture
of silliness, outrageously
chilled vibes, sprinkles
of cinnamon and
decadently filled
pancakes will make
it near impossible
to leave. Many have
visited this magical
camp, only to find
themselves forsaking
religion and country to
be part of the pancake

revolution. Seriously....
a pancake for dessert
in the desert!? WTF?
Because everyone loves
a pancake!
8-10 am everyday for
freshly made pancakes.
Extended hours 8-11am
Thursday - Saturday.
5:40ish Binnekring

Pedals For Peace
(40) CYCLING CYCOS

We deliver pre-bought
bikes to burners in
Tankwa Town at the
start of the Burn
week, and maintain
and service bikes for
duration of the burn.
Bikes gifted back to
the camp will then be
distributed to schools
and projects in need in
the surrounding areas.
The delivery of bikes to
the projects will happen
in the week after the
Burn!
6ish Plaza & Apex

Pimp Your Bike (51)

Brought your bike to the
burn, but forgot to pimp
it up? Come to our camp
to Pimp your Bike!
Monday 9ish - 5ish:
Pimp your Bike Tuesday
9ish - 5ish: Pimp your
Bike Wednesday 9ish 12ish: Pimp your Bike
Wednesday: Big Dutch
Kingsday celebration
with From 7ish to 11ish:

Kingsday Kids breakfast
(parents welcome too!)
From 11ish to ??ish:
Kingsday games (e.g.
koekhappen) Thursday
9ish - 11ish: Pimp your
Bike Friday 9ish - 11ish:
Pimp your Bike
6ish Plaza

Pompeii (3)

Roman oasis meets
Tankwa town, tequila
sunrises on the lawn.
Relaxed afternoons of
live music and anyone
welcome to pull in and
jam.
2ish Cul-de-sac

Purple Spanking
Booth (19)
Good Friends

Returning for more
eXciting times the
Purple Spanking Booth
promises to provide
an eXquisite eXpert
spanking eXperience for
virgin spankees and X
spankees alike. eXciting
new X factor.
Pop up breakfasts.
4:50ish Binnekring

Purveyors of Fun
(4) The Purveyors

Just like the living room
at your mother’s house,
but less dusty. A lounge
in the desert, where you
can put your feet up
with a good book and

a glass of wine, while
the ambient music and
tranquil setting relax
your body and mind. 24
hour a day chilled out
vibes for all burners.
2ish & Buitekring

Pyjama Party (30)

Pyjamas of course;
doilies, Persian
carpets, lace curtains,
curlers & hair nets,
midnight feasts, pillow
fights, let’s not forget
cookies & milk! Join
us for Midnight Feasts
and singalongs with
Mamma Susan and our
silk pyjama wearing
saxophonist. Bob Dylan
and Grease numbers
and loads of awesome
French chill music…
6ish & Buitekring

Reality Radio (46)

Camp Reality Radio
is your perfect live
playlist of n
 ew, old and
original music. Our
musical experiences
are c
 arefully curated
and createdby humans
with great taste in all
types of musical genres.
Every day X will mark
the spot. Using state
of the art wireless
technology Reality Radio
will do an impromptu
performance every day
to the lucky friends and
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fellow burners that find
the Reality Radio Pop
Up Performance for that
day. Handed out at the
start of the day 50 spots
will be allocated for
lovers of pop up music
performances - be sure
to find the Reality Radio
Pop Up Silent Concert
location for the day to
enjoy an eclectic mix
of genres from folk, to
blues, jazz to soul to
disco and deep house
cross over.Using the
sun, time of day and
energy of the burn to
guide the playlist for that
special performance
people will be taken on
a musical journey that
is beautifully tailored
and chosen for that very
moment in time.
Decade & Box

Rubbanecking at
Sonskyn & Wyn
(68)
Sonskyn & Wyn

After hours of setting
up camp, dancing in
the dust, exploring
your mind and opening
your heart, your body
deserves some love...
Come enjoy a massage
and some vino at our a
massage gifting theme
camp by Sonskyn &
Wyn tent. We believe
in the healing powers
of human touch, so let
us do our magic! Daily
17

times indicated outside
on a board.
8ish & Binnekring

Rust ‘ n Dust (13)

Tankwa Town’s postapocalyptic beachshack, complete with all
day braai fires, potjies,
and chilled tunes. Also,
there may be beer...
1) The Rusty Dusty Potjie
Kompetiesie - Thursday
from 2pm, serving chow
round sunset at “Ons
Gaan Nou Braai!” (our
artwork). If you have
a potjie, and a small
fireplace...come braai
with us. Remember: No
Cup = No Beer / No Bowl
= No Chow.
2) WoodstOcktoberFest Let’s give beer a chance!
Tankwa’s pop-up
Oktoberfest, from 3pm 5-ish, Saturday.
3) Candyland Gals
Vintage Photo Booth
- from Wednesday till
Sunday, everyday from
2pm-ish.
4) Braai fires open
from two-ish everyday
(probably earlier).
4ish Binnekring

South Harmon
Institute of
Technology (54)
SHIT Heads

S.H.I.T is where all the
Shit Heads come to play.
Tired of learning stuff
you don’t give two shits

about? That’s why we
provide an all access
platform to learn and
teach, what and how you
want to know. Come to a
class about how to love
your saggy boobs better
or learn the chemical
reactions of your favorite
drug. Teach us how cats
like to be scratched. We
want to learn everything
you can teach us, and
hopefully you’ll want to
know what we know too!
SHIT embodies each
one teach one. So come
and play.

appropriate) are invited
to attend engaging
and playful ‘CEXx
Talks’ (workshops).
At night: Couples and
more-somes will have
access to the discreet
sex-positive camp for
‘next-level’ adult-play
activities.
Daily from Wednesday
to Friday 12:00: all ages
talks 14:00: till 18:00:
over 18 only talks and
workshops 20:30 ish
Special Themed party
specifics will be on the
camp black board.

Critically acclaimed
short films and specially
selected features shown
nightly from 7 pm until
11 pm. Also, see the
scheduled activities for
details of our themed
parties on Thursday and
Friday at elevenses.
Hoedown country
and western party on
Thursday from 11am
- 2pm or whenever.
Acceptable In The 80’s
party on Friday from
11am - 2pm. Short films
and movies Wed - Sat
evening from 7 - 11pm.

seXperience (14)

Shapeshifter
Shanti (72)

Sonskyn & Wyn
(68) Asem

6:20ish & Buitekring

A consensual,
educational, xploration
of seX. A camp focusing
on workshops and
talks throughout the
day and a discreet,
sex-positive camp
with restricted, adultonly access at night.
Sex-positive implies
being open-minded,
real, alive, awake and
connected, safe, sane
and consenting with a
HELL YES! A space to
empower people with
knowledge and provide
a respectful, welcoming,
consensual and safe
space to explore,
embrace, learn and
grow. During the day:
Individuals, couples,
and children (when

4ish & Buitekring

Come reshape
reality, encourage
your paradigm shift
and discover your
psychedelic mindset.
Tequila and orange
juice served every other
sunrise, DJs and bands
will play 24/7ish.
9:10ish Binnekring

Slumberland (78)

The Travelling Gypsies
9:45ish Binnekring

Smokescreen
Cinema ( 23)
Trolleywood

Enjoy stunning audiovisual experiences at the
Tankwa Karoo’s original
and best cinema.

5ish & Binnekring

Come breathe in Tankwa
Town’s soul and be! Be
funny, be quirky, be laidback or simply be your
charming self. Come
and wine with us - bring
your own glass and let
our friendly bar crew fill
it as you pass by, or stay
a while. Dance, relax
or lie on our signature
ship’s deck and enjoy
one of the best views of
Tankwa Town. Artists
and musicians come
and say hi, we would
love to hear those notes
fly. Breath in, breathe
out, asem in, asem uit...
Between 10am & 8pm
daily.
8ish & Binnekring

Space Cowboys (11)
Large bedouin tent
covering a field of astro
turf littered with bean
bags and with misting
units to cool and
refresh, while DJ’s play
gentle chill music. The
ubiquitous Bloody Mary
bar will be operational
every morning while the
bar under the tent will
pop up at opportune
times. Illuminated with
synchronized rope
lights and neon signs.
Possible viewing deck
will be open to all and
illuminated with LEDs
and lasers.
3:30ish & Binnekring

State Of Bliss (5)
Bliss Villagers

We welcome one
and all to learn from
shared wisdom and
experience new-found
connections. “X Borders
to Bliss” - join us for
post-lunch sessions
daily as we explore
ten border crossings
that can lead us to the
State of Bliss, with a
few sneaky sunset
celebrations thrown in
for good measure: 1.
Expanding Bliss - Tantra
2. Bonding with Bliss
- Human Connection
3. Chemicals of Bliss –
Serotonin & Dopamine
4. Perpetuating Bliss
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– Neuroplasticity 5.
Bliss in Just Being –
Zen 6. Surrender to
Bliss – Spontaneous
Laughter 7. Bliss in
the State of Flow–
Movement & Dance
8. Let Go; Be Free –
Relinquish Expectation
9. Entheogens and
Ego Death – DMT &
Psilocybin 10. Bliss in
Celebration
2-3ish on Buitekring

Sweet Love
Cinema (57)

Bringing you all the
magic of cinema to
you again this year.
White rabbits, doves
and animated things
to delight the children
until lights out. And
then, while the wolves
are howling at the
moon past midnight,
all of cinema’s most
unexpected pleasures
will come out to delight
the grown ups. And in
our glamorous theatre
lobby bar, all sorts of
mind-tweaking cocktails
will be mixed. Nobody
can miss the special
magic of this particular
cinema. The only one
of its kind in all of the
world’s deserts.
Movies from 7pmish daily....watch the
schedule board for
the days features....
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we also have crazy golf
set up outside...and the
amazing Manuela Gray
and PH Fat Mike DJing
a few sunset sessions
on the golf course – as
well as some morning
yoga sessions with the
incredible Mariah.
6:20ish & Binnekring

The Bee’ s Knees
(63)

Highlighting the plight
and drawing attention
to our ever-declining
bee population. On
Friday the 29th an
Xpression Street party
on the corner of 7de
laan and Buitekring
in collaboration with
Love Your Planet and
Loki The Mutant Rhino
When the bar is opened.
Honey infused whiskey
and tubes of raw honey
from The Bee Knees
Hive served by our lovely
dedicated Bees and the
new addition of Uncle
Paul’s Therapy Bar.
7ish & Buitekring &
Decade

The IntersecXional
Space & Red Tent
(65)
What magical
combustion alchemises
when Traditional
storytelling meets street
poetry? - Shamanic

trance dance meets the
polka? - Acoustic music
meets electronic? Ancient healing wisdom
meets allopathic
medicine? - Polyamory
meets monogamy?
- Shadow meets
light? - Radical politics
meets spirituality? South meets North?
- Hedonism meets
asceticism? - Cuttingedge design and
technology meet
traditional lore? - Sacred
Masculine meets
Divine Feminine? The
space is guided by
values of equilibrium,
reciprocation, altruism,
equals & opposites,
dissolution of barriers,
generosity, hospitality, &
honour for all who enter
& participate. Inspired
by the Rune represented
by X - called Gebo denoting a Gift, our
space is an all-inclusive,
richly diverse, conscious
offering to the burner
community. It’s guided
by a sacred oath &
commitment to birthing
a New Earth founded on
the alchemy of heartbased consciousness,
sacred sexuality, &
traditional lores.
Many activities &
ceremonies daily –
check board for details.
7:15ish Binnekring

The Red Lotus (80)

Dix Collective

The Red Lotus is the
dirtier, darker, sexier
sister of Obscura 1010.
Keeping in with the
theme of Hergé, the
Red Lotus combines
the opium den with
Marlinspike Hall of
Castafiore. This is a
space of hookah pipes,
red wine and sundowner
opera dub. What better
theatrical setting for
this dramatic music
genre than the desert.
Every sundowner
leading up to the launch
of the rocket we will
serve red wine and a
completely different
musical experience.
Come by and blow your
brain on Turkish delight,
vanilla frangipani, and
aphrodisiac hookahs. Or
see what the desert has
in store for you with our
resident tarot reader.
10ish & Buitekring

The Secret (81)
Secret Crew

The Secret will be
a gathering space
created by the secret
sunrise crew from
Johannesburg and
Cape Town. We will
have a dance floor for
silent disco, a place for
mindful connecting and

relaxing and a generally
welcoming space for
anyone to slip in to.
We will be offering 2
early morning interactive
dance session in honour
of the sunrise. Ongoing
silent disco will be
offered.
9:30ish & Buitekring

The Spirit Train
(82)
Lobo Crew

Base camp for Lobo
crew. Lobo will be
always on display and
provide background
music in the morning.
Tuesday 26th April /
10h00: Lobo house
party 10h00-22h00
Wednesday 14h00:
Sunset at Opium
Gentleman’s Club /
Hauptbahnhof / roaming
Thursday 28th April
14h00: Sunset party for
Camp Anvil fire display /
Hauptbahnhof / roaming
Friday 29th April /
12h00: Sunset party
for the Clan Burn /
Hauptbahnhof / roaming
Saturday 30th April:
sunrise party at
Hauptbahnhof / roaming
10ish & Buitekring

Steampunk Saloon
( 71)
The Steampunk Saloon
is a magical place

where glitz and glamour
awaits even the most
dust encrusted voyeur.
With whiskey and whips,
Tunes and Tits to tickle
your fancy in our nightly
burlesque variety
shows from Thursday
to Saturdayat 6:30pm.
Burlesque celebrates
the beauty and UNIQUE
quality of each woman
and allows each
performer to express
herself in a way that
makes her feel beautiful.
Dance away your cares
to funk, blues, swing,
tribal beats and more
tunes that will make you
shed your inhibitions.
Think happy, hippy,
swingy, bluesy, strippy,
skippy, jumpy, rock ‘n
rolly… we’ve got you
covered if dancing is
what tickles your fancy!
We host Critical Tits
on Saturday – ladies,
bring your bosoms to
the Saloon at 2pm and
make pretty nipple
covers at the Saloon,
accompanied by
beautiful poetry and
amazing music. Lady
Magnolia will lead you
in a group tassle twirl
before we head off on
a topless parade of the
Binnekring. We invite all
mutant vehicles to join
us and carry our topless
beauties on the parade.
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We’ll end our parade
back at the saloon where
our Steam Punks will
serve chilled champagne
to the goddesses.

the AfrikaBurn Outreach
Program.

The Swahili Coast
(84)

We’re a camp of likeminded individuals
from around the world,
with the goal of uniting
people from various
cultures and social
backgrounds, through
the universal power of
music & the arts. Our
gift to Tankwa Town is
the performance space
“Ubuhlanti” where
local & international
artists will provide the
soundtrack for our
community to connect
with one another through
music. See you on the
dance floor.
Tuesday – Sunday: DJ
sessions

9:30ish Binnerkring

Be transported to our
Swahili Coast, sunbathe
on our sandy beach,
listen to bongo flava
tunes, eat Swahili
cuisine and join us for
a game of What Would
Magufuli Do.
9:15ish & Buitekring

The Tankwa Town
Library (45)
The Librarians

The Library that this
town has been missing
all these years! Comics,
novels, cookbooks, kid’s
books, travel books,
self-help books, books
on sport, art, décor,
wildlife, health… you
name it, we’ve got it.. Dr
Seuss reading-out-loud
sessions for children
of all ages from 9am to
10am each day. Quiet
reading and chilling
from 10am to 5pm. The
Library will also double
as a collection centre
for your donations of
Afrikaans and English
children’s books for
Karoo schools, through
21

Decade & Coexist

The Wild Eyes
at Flaming Hippos
(87)

9:30ish & Axiom

Tony’ s Tarantism
(86) Everybody Love

Everybody

Tony’s Tarantism is the
home of the funky but
loveable Mutant Vehicle,
Tony the Love Bus. He
will dazzle you with his
shiny good looks, thrill
you with his flair and get
you moving and grooving
with his funky beats.
9:15ish Axiom

Transit Lounge (12)

A space where burners
can stop and change
planes/plains. Burners
mark their place of birth
on our Olde Worlde
map, the Pastport and
Boringpass not issued.
From here Transit
Lounge Burners can
embark on a trip where
anything is possible as
all flights are postponed,
delayed or cancelled
except the Space Oddity.
Magic carpet rides
offered mid-afternoon,
when all other flights are
going nowhere and you
are now here! On Friday
and Saturday morning,
especially for those
who had a bumpy flight
the night before, we’re
offering the Bloody Mary
Babelaas cure - bring
your own mug/vessel/
cup!
3:50ish Binnekring

Uprize (85)

Building from the Mantis
project and a desire to
spark collaborations
between local people
and artists at AfrikaBurn
the Uprize Plaza
will host Khoi Khoi
elders and traditional
cultural practitioners
alongside broad
array of performance
artists. It is a space

of interdisciplinary
expression – music,
puppetry storytelling
and cultural exchange
leading up to the
silent reflection at the
Temple //Xam.
9:30 & Uprize Plaza

VT Tranquility (50)
Van Trance Family
Enjoy a delicious cup
of Tranquili-Tea and
experience Angel and
Tarot readings as you
sit in the company
of our gorgeous
resident Princess,
Fairy Godmother
and other colourful
crazy characters.
Tarot counseling,
Angel Card readings,
Hoop Dance lessons,
Chakra Balancing,
Aura Cleansing, Dream
Analysis, Past Life
Regression, Gem and
Crystal healing 9-11am
and 3-5pm Daily.
Tranquili-Tea and Coffee
9 - 5pm.

expecting you and will
answer all your mystical
Q’s. In our BOUTIQUE
you can change and
exchange clothing with
a fancy ‘red carpet’
exit (with occasional
paparazzi photoshoot).
And we are the only
source of the RING OF
FIRE! #wowzers!
13.00-18.00 ‘ish |
The Boutique (with
occasional paparazzi
photoshoot)
21.00-01.00 ‘ish | The
Oracle
21.00-01.00 ‘ish | The
Ring of Fire
6:40ish Binnekring

Ward 5 (32)

Ward 5 is an old fashioned
mobile hospital. We will
provide a space for our
patients to lie down,
recuperate, play oldfashioned board games
(to help them meet other
patients and relax the
mind) while drinking
health restoring chai.

Apex & 6ish Plaza

Stofadil & Apex

WALHALLA! (59)

Wonderville ( 24)
Wonderville Park
Rangers

Spray Art Collective

Heavenly...? Yes!
However instead of
rage ‘n’ plunder like
Vikings, we gift and build
like tipsy gypsies. The
hologram projection
of THE ORACLE is

YOU can be part of
an artwork that will
be burnt! Join us
and be creative! Be
spontaneous! Have fun!
Be wonderful and come

to Wonderville and build
your own home or animal
out of cardboard boxes.
Then paint it and place it
in the Binnekring as part
of our ‘Town and Nature
Reserve’ which will then
be burnt to ashes on
the weekend. Build as
teams, or individuals.
Open from 10:00am (ish)
till 10:00pm (ish) Pass
The Parcel happens
everyday and when the
mood hits us.
5:10ish & Binnekring

X’ s Playpen (76)
Cookie Monsters

X’s Playpen is where
adults come to relax, let
loose and play. Think
daily blindfolded pillow
fights, a pillow fort chill
area and board games,
a ‘fight club’ arena
where you can release
your frustrations (with a
rubber mallet, blindfolds
are optional) against
anyone brave enough
to challenge you, and
hopscotch - all with good
tunes and good vibes.
We’re open to fellow
Burners or virgins to
joining our motley crew.
Come play!
Daily Pillow fights. 12ish.
Pillow fight flash mob secret date & time to be
revealed.
9:30ish & Buitekring
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WeR1

WeR1 … as in “We are
One” “X”, inspires the
expression of Unity. ”X
“ represents democracy
as a binding force. “X” as
in the process of voting.
The huge “X” formed
by light-beams - high
into the skies above
our Theme Camp, the 4
big faces representing
generation and gender
- linked at night with
lazers crossing (X’ing)
the road and our rainbow
flags, create a light &
sound art installation as
an Xpression of unity… it
is to be celebrated!! You
are invited to vote with
your feet and be one of
us, as our funky musical
adventure continues
daily from sunset-ish to
11ish!
12h00 to 18h00 - Chill
area
18h00 to 23h00ish Dance tent
3ish & Binnekring

X-Communication
(66)

Communication with the
self in all things - healing
is about growing, its
about understanding the
difference between us
all is the quality of our
communication.
7:00 Opening ceremony
7:30: Body practice i.e.
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yoga / martial arts
8:30: Mind practice
i.e. meditation /
visualization
9:30: Morning talk
15:30: 3 Ted-style talks
one after the next
18:00 Daily interactive
workshop
19:30 Performance i.e.
sound journey - dance
performance - mash lab
20:30 Celebration - a
party that connects the
theme for example drum
circle into drum and
bass party
23:00 Closing ceremony
23:30 Bedtime story (live
reading or story telling)
There will also be a daily
spirit cinema.
7:30ish Binnekring

will be on the camp
black board

6:10ish Buitekring

Yes Please To The
Temple of Rock (16)

Yes Please

X’rated artists and
X’ponential sound at
the Live Rock stage.
Performances from
Thursday. Our final
performance is the
Rockerfella after Burn
Celebrity Xmas Party on
Saturday. We have The
Warden issuing fines
and awards and are
collaborating with the
Purple Spanking Booth.
4:20ish Binnekring

Xodus (53)

Kneidel Maidels

In the desert and in time,
AfrikaBurn X meets
Passover/ Pesach,
an ancient festival of
Freedom. Welcome to
desert hospitality: tea,
coffee, hubby bubbly,
kneidlach (matzo ball)
soup and sweet wine.
Children’s art activity.
Daily from Wednesday to
and including Friday
12:00: all ages talks
14:00: till 18:00: over
18 only talks and
workshops
20:30 ish Special
Themed party specifics

Artworks

wer1 (9)

Clan X (1)

“And hand in hand, on
the edge of the sand,
They danced by the light
of the moon.”
― Edward Lear, The Owl
and the Pussycat
Designer: Brendan
Smithers
Project instigator and
lead: Monique Schiess
Conceptual Sculpture:
Daya Heller, Simon
Dunkley
Construction Design:
Ross Jenkin with
Andrew Cleveland.
Construction Artist:
Michael Rule, Ricardo
Moses, Oliver Polter,
Yonga Mditshwa,
Andrew Hirson, Baxolele
Ntshikila, Mava Xhishe,
Carol Lennon, Zack
Lord-Rule, Mally LordRule, Mike Huerman,
Jason St Balaize-Searle,
Shade Theron, Kei St
Blaize-Searle, Simon
Dwyer, Liam Marhall,
Marcello Pacella,
Patrick Cornish, Helio
Lobo, Noel Marten,
Jake Marten, Zack
Marten, Spoons
and Uprise.

The 1 + 0 NLY
Sundowner Deck
( 77) The Creativecase
If you love to sit up
high, with a 360°
uninterrupted view
of the open desert or

the bustling Tankwa
Town, whilst enjoying
conversation, a
beverage and listening
to chilled tunes and the
sounds of Tankwa alive
and kicking, then the 1+
0NLY Sundowner Deck
will be a hangout for
you! (1 + 0 = 10 = X you see?)

A Love Too Deep
(55)

Belgians among us.
They've come for our
sunshine, they've come
to party, and this year
they come bringing
tunes. A Saffa-Belgian
collaboration, the
Antwerp X-Change will
be playing daytime
dance, chilled sunset
sessions and merry
midnight mixes Tuesday
to Saturday.

This 360° Graffiti art
wall doubles as a
massive stage where
we’ll party up a storm on
Wednesday. Gorgeous
Tropical House sunsets,
pumping Deep House
evenings roaring to
Deep-Tech House
crescendo’s with wellknown Burner and South
African DJ’s pumping
massive tracks. Party
next to true art with
Deep DJ’s! We will
have HUGE balloons
showing you what is
playing now and graffiti
what will happen next!
Come thirsty with an
empty cup in hand for
Mmmmmmmojito’s
made with love by the
Mojito Goddess!

Anyanwu (18)
The NowNow Tribe

The Antwerp
X-Change (52)

Awakening ( 26)

You may not have
noticed, but there are

The temple of
Awakening. The lotus

Anarchitects

For millenia, the desert
and the sun have danced
their great dance of
companionship. It is in
this spirit that, out of
the tabula rasa of the
Tankwa, Anyanwu arises
to pay homage to the
continent most touched
by the sun's embrace
and the sun itself. In
honouring Anyanwu the "Eye of Light", the
NowNow Tribe honours
the unity of our NowNow
Tree, seeing it grow into
a grove with a burning
core and welcoming
bowers in array to
celebrate 10 years of
creative expression at
AfrikaBurn.
Verity Maud &
Temple Crew
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has long been a symbol
of rebirth. Purity rising
from the mud (and dust)
This is your sacred
space. You are invited to
meditate, reflect, mourn,
release, find joy, find
catharsis, share love
or just find a moment
of peace. Write on the
walls and honour your
journey, send messages
to those who have
passed on. It will be a
silent burn on Saturday
night and you are invited
to engage in your own
ceremony of awakening
as you watch your words
go up in flames.

The Beat and
The Breath (68)

Lucille Barnard
with help from
Marinus Kriek and
Darryn Glen

Harry Kentrotas said,
"The average fetal heart
rate for all mammals is
120 beats per minute."
It is a universal organ,
below the surface of
the classifiable. It does
not ascribe to gender,
ethnicity nor sexuality.
The rate at which it
beats is indicative of
our daily rhythm. It
is not only the organ
that is our physical
driving force It is also
a universal symbol of
our metaphysical and
emotional well-being.
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Bottle Skull (62)
Alan Munro

The Bottle Skull is a
6m high sculpture,
consisting of 4500
plastic water bottles, in
the form of a Mexican
sugar skull. It’s a
small reminder of the
overwhelming amount
of plastic produced
annually; global figures
for plastic production
in 2014 reached over
300 million metric tons!
The final result will be
adorned with lights
and glowing colours,
sitting under the desert
sky. The lower jaw and
mouth is scaled to allow
a DJ person and gear to
fit inside!

The Cash Bar
( roaming)
The Summers
Memorial Bar
Collective

Keep your eyes out
for the ring of fire, the
CASH bar, which has
a pop-up stage with
the mighty velvety
curtain for spontaneous
vaudevilling, so bring
your mouth organs,
polish up your acts,
write some poetry, we'll
be serving whiskey and
we'll be performing, who
knows where and who
knows when.

Child’ s Play
Revisited (45)

The Play Group

Revisit your childhood
memories. Our structure
of lifesize colourful play
discs will lighten up the
playa.

ChockyBot V.X
( roaming)
Henning & the
Humm Collective

The ChockyBot V.X is a
solar-powered mobile
chocolate fountain that
will spread sweet love.
Tankwa Citizens will
be able to dip fruit or
marshmallows or body
parts into its everflowing fountain. It will
also dispense chocolate
sauce and vodka into
willing mouths that care
to sing for their supper.
It grew out of sweet
dreams about the sweet
nothingness of the
Tankwa Landscape.

Collide (71)

Giant kaleidoscope with
a open view finder where
people can interact and
visually experiment
with what they see.
The structure will be
beautiful and seamless.
Two people will be able
to stand on opposite
sides and look through
the kaleidoscope

simultaneously, this way
the experience will be
shared. The experience
is also interactive as
you are able to both
be the viewer and the
object, giving people
the opportunity to be
part of creating their
own environment of
sensory overload. The
kaleidoscope will be
turned with a wheel,
which the user will
control. The installation
will be lit with LED lights
which will be powered by
deep cycle battery and a
solar panel.

Confession (15)

The Purple Spankers

The Purple Confession
Booth is a space for all
to confess their sins or
secrets, no matter how
serious or silly. You are
invited to participate
by confessing to your
friend, your family, your
significant other, or even
a perfect stranger. Take
this opportunity to get
some things off your
chest, and see your sins
go up in smoke!

CurveXious (42)
Aart vark Taxi
Association

Playing on curve and
convex, CurveXious
also pays subtle
homage to the theme

of X. With its stick
insect-like, X-shaped
main structure, the
presence of CurveXious
is intended to be subtle
and delicate. Curved fins
wrap around the central
structure, stepping
in as they rise to the
centre, then stepping
out again towards
the top to suggest
an hourglass shape.
CurveXious reveals itself
as you approach from
a distance, the shape
of the fins changing
original impressions. It
surprises the viewers
as they approach by
offering different views
at different angles. With
sunset as backdrop
it promises to offer
striking views and
photographs up-close
and further away.

DebauTree (58)

Craig Slater

A night tree, a light
tree, a rainbow to see,
standing peacefully
amidst the debauchery.

The Desert Flower
(66) ST-OFF!
The Karoo is a barren
place. Short of shade,
water and life. A Desert
Flower therefore, could
be seen as the ultimate
sign of resilience. The
idea came from the

Afrikanertjie flower
(Marigold), the birth
flower of October,
the 10th month. This
unapologetic and
spirited little flower has
vivid orange and red
petals, which already
create the impression
that it is on fire. Should
the flower get burnt
away, a skeleton
remains, signifying
the hope that life may
sprout again.

Dragondance (9)
The Dirty Potato
Dishes

Bring your friends (or
come make some new
ones) and join us at
Dragondance. A fun and
silly game for burners!
Protect your tokens from
a geometric dragon that
dances through the sky
and tries to knock them
down. Use your paddle
to send the dragon
soaring toward’s your
friends’ tokens instead.
Buckets of fun under the
Tankwa sun (or stars)!

Evlon3'5 Trash
Slug Trolley Ship
Convoy of the
Cult TrashOr
( roaming)

Trash Pirates of the
Cult TrashOr

The evlon3'5 is a pirate
ship that spans 13 feet
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and is made entirely
from traxh. It hosts a
crew of the hordding
cult that is "trashOr".
Who want ur traxh rite
now. Thats rite, we are
recruiting traxh pirates
today, all-day (and night)
everyday, forever! ART
WAR KILL. Leaving you
at the mercy of TrashOr
the cult comin to a bin
near you, LETS GO!
We're on the map and
we're in search of x.

Ex Cinere, Unitate (8)

Phoenix and Ten-TingTong Boys by Dion
and Gavin

It's a linked circle of ten
life-sized male figures.
There is a seat in the
centre and people are
encouraged to come
inside, rest and ponder.
It’s to do with the idea of
unity, shared common
purpose and the annual
cycle of rebirth that we
Burners experience
each year through
creation, expression
and destruction by fire,
ultimately to rise again,
Phoenix-like to start
anew.

The Field (64)

KA

Out beyond notions of
right and wrongdoing
there is a field. I'll meet
you there.
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Flow Arts Play
Tree (34)

Flow Arts Commune

Towering over the desert
the Flow Arts Tree
provides a shady fun
space to come play flow
and slackline during the
day. At night it will guide
you on your way home.
“ GABRB3 + ( MAOA
+ BDNF + 5HTTLPR)
= ? ? = X. X =
The return to
chaos
” (54)
Anthea Delmot te.
Collective: The odd
bunch of the odd
bunch

This is your original cave
where you explore your
core of flow through
music, dance and visual
and mind. Log into this
community of artists
that will take you to that
special space. Enjoy a
great variety of really
good live performances
that is totally out of the
box. A project inspired
by challenging all norms
of how things are done.
Experience, participate,
be astounded, flow,
explore. On stage this
year: OhGod, Martinique
du Toit, Loit Sols, Judith
Muna, Wayde Hardy.

Hauptbahnhof (60)
Hauptbahnhof Crew

A multicultural group
from 7 different

countries has put
their heads and hands
together, to design
and build a two-story
train station for the
spirit train, and other
mutant vehicles. The
intention is to expand
the beautiful energy
that the Spirit Train has
set in motion and to
create a proper Palace
for burners to dance
around-the-clock. Every
evening after sunset the
Hauptbahnhof, along
with the Spirit Train,
will form a semicircle
of surreal craziness
through the night. During
the day the station
with its big shady roof
is open to all mutant
vehicles for dances and
other activities.

Helter Smelter (40)
Heavy Metal
Collective

Turn MOOP into art
in the most hellishly
cool way. Bring your
aluminium cans and
pop them into our fiery
crucibles. Jump on one
of our bikes and pedal
just a little. We will
convert your hard work
into heat and melt your
cans and you can then
pour them into a mould
and walk away with a
beautiful pendant or
ring. Burn hot - burn hard
- come and burn with the
Heavy Metal Collective.

Labyrinth (48)
Minotaurs

Come back to the
centre, letting the path
take you to the edge.
Reach for the elusive X,
and the path takes you
to the edges. Explore
the fringes, and the
path takes you to the
Still Centre. Would you
do it again? And again?
Does the walking make
the path? Does the path
make the journey? Is
the path the walker or
the walker the path? Is
the walk the pattern or
the destination? Is the
pattern sacred? Or are
we?

Laghuis (74)

Carrion My Wayward
Son

Laghuis is an interactive
space that asks its
participants to pause for
breath in the intoxicating
chaos of the Burn world.
A modern refuge for
the desert dwellers,
Laghuis beckons
participants from the
Binnekring to a quieter
place and encourages
them to play with light
and sound. Featuring
hyena and jackal
heads surmounting the
structure to guide you
in, an echo feedback
system that gives the
aural illusion of a cave-

like space and elegantly
simple cut-outs in the
walls.

Let Loose ( 21)
Karen

To let loose (thirdperson singular simple
present lets loose,
present participle
letting loose, simple
past and past participle
let loose) (transitive,
idiomatic) To free; to
release from restraint.
(intransitive, idiomatic,
sometimes followed
by with or on) To shout,
make a loud sound,
or perform a sudden,
vehement action; to
behave in a raucous,
frenzied manner. Time
she is ticking. You must
hurry to make it to the
shouting. Early bird gets
the worm…

Life, Love and
Death (72)

Rooibaard Collective

Tree made from Sash
cord, rocks suspended
as the roots, As with the
Love Life and Everything
Else, AB 2015, the 2nd
installation will be larger
build. Looking from the
top the tree will be in
the shape of a X with 4
corners representing
the 4 elements, that is
represented towards the
human body and death.

Water, Earth Fire and Air.
Earth- the Base of the
tree, Fire - a fire pit and
candle alter. Air - wind
chimes and cloth strips.
Water - water sprayer on
top of the piece. It will
have a sound element,
playback of ambient and
recorded sound clips.
The speaker system
will be placed on the 4
corners. There will be
shade during the day
where people can sit
under, meditate, talking,
connecting. Other artist
will be invited to use the
tree for interacting to
the participants.

Light Intensity (31)

Pause a while friend,
where you stand now
so once was I, where
I am now you soon
will be, so prepare
yourself to follow me.
Find us and forever let
the light change your
intensity. Come sit in the
mushroom garden and
be free.

Limitless Slip Dome
(51) Limitless Slip
Dome Collective

There are many worlds.
They exist along side
each other, just beyond
our perceptions.
Membranes, thin as the
lightest silk separates
them, preserving order,
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allowing our lives to
glide gently over those
elsewhere. On rare
occasions, the barrier
weakens, and one
dimension slips into
another. We found such
a spot, stabilised it, and
wrestled it under our
control. We don't know
how much longer we
can sustain it. Come
gaze upon this wonder.
There's also some
flashing lights. Yeah.

The Living Room
(50) The Happy

Homies

We welcome you!
The gypsy flight ship
geometric desert fort
is set with furniture and
positive good vibes.The
dreamy geodesic dome
outdoor living room
is a niche of its own
generating an eclectic,
free spirited, social
climate inhabited by
creatures who enter and
create experiences at
any given moment. It's
beautiful, feels safe, has
great views, and hosts
many spontaneous
good times. It shares
moments with whatever
exists within it and is
a great spot to just BE
lekker :)
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Lizzy X Edition ( 29)
Fata Morgana

Life size mechanized
T-Rex puppet that runs
across the desert ON
FIRE!

Meeting @ X (59)
Team X

The proposal essentially
aims to architecturally
express the tensions
and segregation
that we are currently
experiencing in South
Africa through the
notion of a "tense"ile
dividing wall, which then
dissolves through the
process of burning to
reveal a new place that
is concerned about unity
and potential..............x
marks the spot.

Memory (76)

Children of
AfrikaBurn / Camp
Xodus: Kneidel
Maidels

Don't forget to play this
large scale version of
the memory card game.
The "cards" will be
designed and painted
by children based on the
memory theme as an
activity at Camp Xodus
(10ish on Tuesday).

The Mighty Bench
( 70) Mark Thomas

Nommer Asseblief
(12)

MiniKring ( 27)

Dial in to the
telephone exchange
for various phone
services (weather,
joke, confession, sex,
information lines)

Sit down, take in the
view.

The Retrobates (aka
The BL fuckin’-A)

A miniature ‘replication
celebration’ of some
of the iconic artworks
to grace the binnekring
over the past X years.
Butt seriously folks let’s
make one thing clear
… we’re NOT artists …
but we do plan to take
over the world! We ARE
revolutionaries, radicals
and VERY left wing!

Mr Tower ( 22)
Sandile Radebe

Mr. Tower is an
temporary shelter that
provides shade and
protection from the
wind to the burners. The
shelter is inspired by
graffiti forms as a way
of creating a functional
use of the medium.
Burners are invited to
rest, walk in and around
the structure. Ultimately
the aim is to engage
with the form as well as
with other burners.

Burning Mail

Obscura 2010 ( 2)
Dix Collective

The artwork was born
out of creating the
ideal plaything on a
playground – a rocket.
Who wouldn’t want
to have a chance to
climb into a rocket.
And the most simple
and beautiful rocket
is the Tintin rocket.
Herge developed the
rocket to bring a sci-fi
element to his series.
He juxtaposed it with
playfulness to make it
relevant to his reader.
Similarly, we love the
clean starkness of
the rocket against the
gritty background of
the desert and the Burn.
We love the contrast
of the sci-fi-ness of it
in the groundedness
of many of the other
themes/artworks. We
love the playfulness of
the rocket in context of
the Burn. And we love

the unexpectedness
we will create on the
inside. The red and
white checker pattern
rocket was based upon
an illustration of a V-2
rocket developed by the
Germans.

The Octopus’
Garden (32)
The Gardeners

All life cycles. Where
there was once ocean,
there is now desert, and
from the desert ocean
will once again arise.
From the sand and
the shale rise reefs of
coral. Creatures frolic
in the heat haze as if it
were endless sea. Relax
in the coral garden,
wonder at the beauty
and fragility of deepest
ocean, reinvented here
for you by the Octopus’s
Gardeners. Where there
is now desert, ocean will
once again arise. All life
cycles.

Ons Gaan Nou
Braai! (13)
Rust ‘n Dust

Cooking in cast-iron
is good for the soul,
and the humble potjie
has been bringing the
X-factor to fires for as
long as it has existed.

It’s the kuier, its the
gees, its the spirit, its
the love. Join us for
the Rusty Dusty Potjie
Kompetiesie and find
out why it’s lekka to say:
Ons Gaan Nou Braai!

The Outer Rim (11)
Memnoc Collective

Stretched across
the desert night is
a dazzling array of
lines and lights – The
Outer Rim! Two teams
of glowing players
step up and launch a
glittering frisbee. The
players trace complex,
chaotic, emergent
patterns of swirling
light and colour: a giant,
self-generating visual
spectacle, powered by
the drive to run for the
disc. The show evolves
as new Burners replace
tiring players. Memnoc
commands you - come
and play!

Pendulum ( 28)

Camp Anvil

Back once again for the
renegade masters of
fire & steel – the might
Pendulum will spin and
swing. Stand back - this
shit is on fire!
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Project O (69)
SKOP

Flirting with the
boundaries of off
the cuff engineering
and contractucyion
methods, SKOP, in our
third project (the second
for AfrikaBurn) have as
a project of skills and
confidence development
attempted to create a
space of cool comfort
combined with a raised
viewing point from
which the individual
chooses what to look
at. Greetings from
Sutherland.

Project Proximity
(35) Team Proximity

Solar powered phone
charging station. Once
fully charged join the
AfrikaBurn exploration
and discovery game.
Whether you're a newbie
or an old timer find the
clues, problem solve
and be in the proximity
of must see installations
and unmissable events.

Responsibilitree (7)
Vanessa Meiring

Late at night when
things get hazy,
remember to pick
the fruits of the
Responsibilitree. These
fruits prevent possible
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9 month expansion and
a lifetime of pocket
drainage as well as
unwanted itches and
other side effects of
irresponsible burning.
Have fun but be safe.

Riddum Endjinn
( 24) Synchro-ni-City

The Riddum Endjinn
is an interactive
mechanical musical
machine providing a
32-step loop sequence
that allows you to
create rhythm, bass and
melody. Composed by
you. Powered by you.
Enjoyed by all...

Ring Of Fire!
( all round the
Binnekring)
Ring Toss (43)

Camp Happy Hour

Our wooden structure
has a simple shape of
two Xs bisecting, while
giving participants
the opportunity to try
their luck at the ring
toss game. It offers a
great place to chill and
enjoy the company and
conversation of others.

Spray Art
Collective
The Ring of Fire is
a simple but highly
effective fire act that

involves the whole
Binnekring. We will work
together with camp anvil
(Charl Bothma) and you
(AB org.) We wish to
mount our lightweight
propane flamethrowers
on your road markings
(numbers 2 to 10), into
almost the full circle. We
can control the flames
with radio signals from
our theme camp. And
together with you we
can 'announce' a burn or
activity on the playa on
full scale. Imagine that,
it is easy, effective and
amazing.

The Saga of The
Elusive Karoo
Stofadil ( 23)
Team Stofadil

This dreaded and
feared creature lives
and feasts on the R355,
posting its spies along
this Karoo dirt road.
The Klipvis lie in wait
for the virgin burners
travelling in overloaded
bright shining cars, with
overloaded trailers and
caravans. these virgins
are always travelling to
fast and only stop when
the Klipvis strike and a
Stofadilus Flatulenticus
is born. Read about
the history of this evil
creature at the Stofadil
art work at DMV, be
afraid be very afraid.

Simoom (65)

Simoom is a desert
laboratory; a kinetic
installation designed
to experiment with the
properties of the Tankwa
dust. Constructed
mainly from reclaimed
materials, the work
exists as a controlled
environment within
which to simulate the
hostile conditions
created by a dust
storm. Visitors to the
work climb down into
the structure’s viewing
chamber to observe
a ‘performance’: an
interplay between dust
and light, designed to
stimulate reflection
upon the arid landscape
in which the work is
sited.

South East North
West (73)

James Raad Collective

A cone shaped structure
5m in diameter in the
center of a circular
stone garden with 4
paths leading outwards.
Where to from here?

Steampunk
Goddess (39)

Steampunk Saloon &
Daya Heller

Our Steampunk Saloon
Goddess with fire in
her belly embodies the
passion and unique

beauty of the feminine.

Succulent Saloon
(33)
Prickly Parlour

A contradiction in terms.
The Succulent Saloon
marries the prickly
cactus and the soft
cushion, creating an
old-time lounge in the
middle of the desert.
Join us for sunset,
when a drop or two of
Tequila will be served.
Otherwise, lift your
feet, sit back in a softcushioned cactus and
enjoy the view.

Sucleus (49)

Tank and Gypsies

The structure is a
projection of the melting
pot of elements that
flood the inner human
space, manifested in an
electron path circling
a nucleus. Comprised
of an arch made from
shards of palette wood
aggressively pieced
together with doorways
on each side, two
painted hands placed
in top, forming the top
of the arch. Hanging
freely in the centre is
Suzi, a uncontrolled
wind-driven nucleus.
We can touch her, see
her from every angle,
spin her and interact
with her mesmerising
nature. She is the core

of us all, the quiet
spinning, energetic
centre that sits in us,
resting and flowing with
the elements. She is at
all times accessible but
is placed in the structure
of cyclic pace and strife,
ambition and difficulty.

Sun Story (3)
RedNexicans

Sun Story is a
multimedia installation
that celebrates the
cycles of light and life
as we revolve around
the sun. One can simply
lay back and enjoy the
original score and film
which will be projected
onto a screen above,
custom made for this
experience.

Talk 01100100
01101001 01110010
01110100 01111001 To
Me (44)
Practical Magic

Beep boop beep I'm a
robot.

The Tankwa Town
Gift Declarations
Register (14)
The Tankwa Town
Good Governance
Council

Gifting is the
cornerstone of the
Tankwa (anti) economy.
Its end result, receiving,
is a deeply personal and
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reflective experience
- reminding us to be
thankful for all we have.
Please take a moment
to declare the gifts
you have received - be
it a hug, an inspiring
conversation, a fire pool,
a beautiful moment
at an artwork, a new
soul mate found in the
desert. Declarations
may be signed or
remain passionately
anonymous.

Tankwa Town
Lighthouse Service
(61)
Take shelter from the
storm at The Tankwa
Town Lighthouse
Service. We're bringing
some good old fashion
California spirit to
Tankwa Town. Our
cluster of lighthouses is
going to be interactive,
with a bar and
soundstage. Every night
from 22:00 -10:00

Tea equals two
pie root el over
gee ( again!) (19)

Another loose band
of geeks

15 pendulums of
decreasing length,
swing harmoniously,
gracefully and precisely
as determined by the
formula: T ≈ 2 π √ ( L /
g). Various daytime and
nighttime pendulum bob
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plug-ins, will provide
a delightful variety of
wow inducing moments.
Manually launched once
more for maximum
participation and
physics lessons on the
desert.

Teleportation to
Location X (41)

FRIK

Teleportation to
Location X is a
interactive installation
where participant will
be "teleported" to the
festival. Participants can
pose and photographs
of this Teleportation will
be gifted to participants
through social media.
//Xam ( 25)
The Dandylions / Kim
Goodwin

Temple

The Temple //Xam
honours the first human
beings, who lived and
survived in the Tankwa
region, and who were,
over a period, eradicated
from this land. We want
to use this opportunity
to bring attention to
their beauty, wisdom
and stories, that , in
a profound way, still
affects and informs the
soul of the Southern
African region, our
homeland. As the
festival evolves, we will
gather at the Temple
and share stories and

readings, not only of the
//Xam, but including
all the indigenous
people of South Africa
and beyond, whose
cultures and identities
are facing oppression
and possible extinction.
The Dandylion crew will
be working for a month
in the Tankwa, bending
and weaving wattle,
drawing inspiration from
the first humans, who
played and danced and
hunted and told stories
under the Karoo skies
and starscapes. The
design/esthetics of
the Temple in no way
or form, attempts to
symbolize or represent
//Xam Bushman culture
and traditions.

The Moment (63)

Sasha Mironov, Sema
Payain & Own Way
Team

In our art we think about
this ‘Moment X’ – a
milestone between the
past and the future. We
see it as birth. A huge
Egg made of wood with
lots of cracks – the
miracle is just about
to happen. The Egg is
in the air, supported
by 9 wooden tendons
stretching from the
ground in an effort to
hold it together but the
process has already
begun. And it will be

complete in the end of
the festival.

The story sofa //
this i confess (75)

The Story Sofa // This
I Confess is a quiet,
introspective space
where you can relax
and absorb recorded
stories and confessions
from people of all walks
of life, all around the
world. We built a custom
sofa with an embedded
sound system where
you can take it all in and
there is a contribution
space, where you can
share your own stories
and confessions
anonymously.

Tiffany Twisted
(36) There Will Be

Geeks Again

Tossed aside by a
spurned fiancée with
a larger than average
ring size, Tiffany is
a scaled up, organic
interpretation of its
diamond and gold
cousins. Modelled on
the traditional solitaire,
the twisting band
forms a möbius strip
while the stone offers
a literal canvas upon
which burners can
vent their creativity.
Debuting the warped
minds of a computer
programmer (father)
and jewellery designer

(daughter) combo
from sunny England,
Tiffany is a complicated
combination of
impossible angles
and impractical
intersections.

Tower In The Sky
(4) The Messengers

“If in the twilight of
memory we should meet
once more,
we shall speak again
together and
you shall sing to me a
deeper song.
And if our hands should
meet in another dream,
we shall build another
tower in the sky.” – The
Farewell, Kahlil Gibran
Built in memory of a
difficult farewell, this
desert tree offers
a sanctuary where
burners can reflect and
create a passage of
communication to those
who’ve parted. Connect
your message to the tree
to be sent skywards with
the final sunrise.

Triple Bypass (38)

The oldest artworkin
Tankwa Town. The
Triple Bypass provides
warmth when filled with
wood, which is when
the designs welded into
it show their true form.
Built in 2007 by US artist
Charlie Smith, Jamie
Ladet, Tyler Hanson and

community participants.
Project lead: Paul
Jorgensen.

Ubuhlanti (56)
Daniel Popper

A performance
space where local &
international artists will
provide the soundtrack
for the Tankwa Town
community to connect
with one another
through music. Look out
for us in the desert. See
you on the dance floor.

Unknown Melody
(47)
Technical Imagings

A mysterious device of
unknown origin plays
the music of a lost
civilisation.

UnXpected D'light
(5) AWESOM
The outside never
tells the whole story,
often the beauty is
that which lies inside.
Light Illuminates the
heart within the X, the
intersection point of
earth and heaven, left
and right.

The Washing Line
(57) ScaredCrow-

Abductions.

Small dream catcher like
structure with possible
add on. The model
for possible future
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structures – we’ll have
to see. It has no feathers
hanging, but flame pots
for fire. Flame pots
will be lit during AB at
various times.

Weathervane (6)
Tumbleweed

A dried 8m sisal tree
stem topped by a 2.5
m diameter ball made
of dried merxmuellera
grass stalks that wave
and rustle in the breeze.
hanging from the sisal
branches are smaller
balls of grass with long
grass tails that act as
weathervanes.

Weef | Weaving
(37) Yolandi Marit z-

Vermeulen

An installation that
is interactive. The
artwork starts out as
a blank canvas, and
needs individuals to
take part and help
create the artwork
through weaving. From
weaving what you see,
feel or experienced
the outcome is purely
a representation of
the landscape and the
surrounding artworks
and people. The idea
is to create a visual
experience of one's time
in the Karoo.
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WeR1 (10)

In the first phase “WE”
are four individual
entities with a common
inward focus where
the centre of the
linking beams of laser
light meet. The facial
individuality is defined
by generation and
gender: a young female
face, a young male face,
an old female face, and
an old male face. The
young female looks at
the old female, while the
young male, looks at the
old male. This creates
a sense of dialogue
between the faces,
transcending age and
gender, and denotes a
process of looking to
the past and looking to
the future. The placing
of the four faces in the
first phase: Placing two
faces in the Binnekring
and two faces on the
Theme tent side of
Binnekring road, allows
an opportunity “crossover “, a perceived
division or “ barrier “
between one zone and
another. Crossing over
the road exaggerates
the idea of “We are
One” by transcending
division between the
“WE” - The linking of the
faces with lazers and
crossing in the centre
of the road allows for

this transition. In the
second phase the four
different “WE” entities
become “ONE” unified
entity with an outward,
infinite and shared goal
for the future. A single
“Head” with four faces
is demonstrative of a
cross-generational and
cross-gender being
Finally, the head is
burned.

Wonderville
Nature Estate (17)
Wonderville Park
Rangers

One of Afrikaburn's
favourites as you can
be part of creating
something with us, and
then burn it WITH us!
Join us at Wonderville
and create, build and
paint a cardboard house
or animal and place
it in our Wonderville
Nature Estate (which
will then burn on Friday
evening!) Feel what it's
like to watch your art
burn to ashes and rise
into the night sky! Be
Wonderville and come
have fun!

X-Hale (67)

Karoo Krawlers

Giant curious
translucent breathing
organism that can be
seen from outside
and in.

X Here (46)

By Nix Davies and
Space Cowboys

That feeling... those
glimpses of moments.
When you are so in
love with your life, that
everything in it, and
everything that has
lead to that moment,
is perfect. You are
neither in your past or
dreaming of your future.
You are simply and fully
HERE. And HERE we
must celebrate. HERE
is where we radiate
from in all our truth.
HERE is where our
light shines brightest.
HERE, in this rapture
of delight flow an
abundance of miracles.
Inevitable solutions
that heal ourselves, our
community and our
world.

X-Flare Pot (16)

X-Flare Crew

The X-flare Pot came
out of the mating
between a Roman
cart and the Curiosity
Mars exploration
rover. A mixture of
wood, metal and glass.
Characterised by very
low carbon footprint,
a large parabola
concentrates solar rays
onto a large pojtie to
cook some soup served

everyday round about
17:00. It is mobile, the
X-flare pot drives on
human power, ideal if
you are up for a work out
and it also saves some
more CO2 emission.
We'll forget about CO2
at the time of the burn
though.

X-Tinct Beest ( 20)
Brandnetels

The "Brandnetels"
team presents X-tinct
Beest as a tribute to the
extinct quagga. Based
on Dutch artist Theo
Jansen's Strandbeest,
it demonstrates (in
Jansen's words) how
"the walls between art
and engineering exist
only in our mind". It can
be taken for walks on
the plain or raised of the
ground on its base for a
kinetic art display.

give back the voices of
those who lost theirs
and serves to reminder
us of the atrocities that
transpire in our country.

Xpansion and
contraXion (53)

Collective Unconscious

Come X in our X with X.
A cosmic nest for the
night-time straggler to
heat up, drink up and
get cosy or a funky
patch of shade for a
parched traveller to lay
down and contemplate
the universe. Squeeze
yourself in and let
yourself expand out
along the arms of our X.

Xenophobia (30)

This art piece is a statue
of man on his knees
being wrapped in car
tires. He represents
the violent xenophobia
attacks happening in our
country. South Africa is
a country full with many
hopes and dreams.
People travel far on
these hopes, however
they can be crushed by
prejudice and violence.
This art piece is here to
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Performances
& Happenings

Bureaucratic
lighters and
regalos de mierda
Martha Mirtha

Stand a chance to win
an amazing custom
AfrikaBurn X fire maker
or some other amazing
paraphernalia from
the mystery box when
you spin the wheel of
fortune. We also do
deliveries. T & C`s apply.
Where: Binnekring
When: ever

Club Sandwich
Duncan Larkin

Have you come here for
inclusivity? Want to be
a part of something?
Become a member of
Club Sandwich! The
only way to become
a member is to have
one of our toasted
sandwiches served
fresh on the dancefloor.
Served when and
wherever we like.
Where: Dancefloors,
burns and public
spaces, where you least
expect it.
When: ever

Dance of A
Thousand Flames

Flow Arts Commune

The eternal flame, lit at
the opening ceremony
and nursed by the flow
arts commune will
be brought to the San
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Clan on the Saturday
evening. This flame
will be shared to all fire
performers who wish
to participate in the
mass performance.
A thousand flames
dancing in the desert,
together before the
sculpture and celebrate
our shared love of fire:
the flames, the smoke
and the smell.
When: Friday night,
before the Clan burns
Where: Clan perimeter

David Mears Live
David Mears

David Mears LIVE !
is a live performance
and a spiritual journey
where this artist
invites you to an inner
travel and a dancing
experience. Through
his downtempo, but
yet intense electronic
music, the artist blends
times and spaces,
mixing the ancient and
the modern and using
sounds from foreign
grounds and cultures.
Ready to travel ?
Where: (TO BE
CONFIRMED)
When: Thurs, Fri, Sat,
Sun

Jellydrone

John Senften

Swim with us under
the stars at night and
be on the look out

for JellyDrone. John
Senften’s aerial art is
a flying, “swimming”
jelly fish that pulsates
with light and dances
to the music of the
town. Contribute your
photos & video for the
JellyDrone documentary:
#jellydrone.
Where: ever
When: Sunrise, sunset,
night

Massed Purple
Wedding
Bishop Loon

“Every self respecting
loony weirdo quasi
religious cult (like
AB!) deserves a mass
wedding where confused
chaps in purple tutus
exchange morally
compromising vows with
half naked strangers.
The Mass Purple
Wedding will be the forth
and biggest wedding in
South Africa. The Bishop
of Tankwa will marry
everybody wearing
purple en mass and then
join Bishop Loon and
the Loonatics on stage
with the Rockerfellas,
Crimson House, Burn
and friends for a rockin’
reception. Bring your
creative wedding attire
and let’s rock to the
Bishop and the Gods of
Rock and the Lords of
Time.

Where: Yes Please To
The Temple Of Rock
When: Saturday
afternoon

Run The Tankwa
Burn Babies

On Thursday morning
(28 April) you are invited
to come run (walk, crawl,
cartwheel, dance, sandswim…) the Tankwa. We
laid out a 10ish km route
in and around Tankwa
Town. Meet at the cnr
of 10ish and Binnekring
road at 7h30am for
registration. In the spirit
if gifting…bring a goody
bag and get a goody
bag…. Run starts at
8h00am and Bush-Babeon-Bike will lead the way.
(Grandparents, in-laws,
out-laws and kids are
welcome…kids can join
on a bike).
Where: Start @ cnr 10ish
and Binnekring
When: Thursday sunrise

Sing With Corrie
Postmaster Corrie
Campbell

Corrie will conduct and
teach anyone to sing
bespoke songs and
hakas about AfrikaBurn many are already written
& some we can write
in situ.
When: anytime

Tankwa Drive-In
Bosbefok

Come sit and chill in the
Tankwa Drive-In with
your arm around your
better half watching old
classic black and white
silent movies.
Where: Binnekring
When: Wed, Thurs, Fri,
Sat, Sun

The Lost Couple
Find God
The Lost Couple

Ten twisted and deviant
demi-gods, under the
watchful eye of their
monolithic mother/father
deity, run riot through
the Binnekring spreading
spiritual mischief
and cosmic delight.
A chorus of deities
dance between the
wicked and the divine,
acting as emissaries
and guardians of
the implacable and
mysterious master God/
dess. This travelling
pantheon of otherworldly
misfits is the latest “Big
Head” performance
from the cast of chaotic
conspirators that
brought you the Lost
Couple and the Grannies.
Come experience
transcendence, salvation
and damnation in equal
measure.
Where: roaming
When: ever
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The Secret

The secret is an early
morning interactive
dance session. It
is a fun, energetic,
mindful celebration
that combines yoga,
meditation, make
believe and dancing.
You will be given
wireless headphones on
arrival and our whacky
instructors will guide
you through a unique,
themed session. All you
have to do is let go and
enjoy.
Where: Binnekring
When: Sunrise on Thurs
& Sat

Venus Kiss
Rouge

A Middle Eastern
dance with Isis wings,
celebrating divine love.
Where: Camp
X-Communication
When: Thurs, Fri,
Saturday

VuVuStaSie
Vuvucreative

A weird and wonderful
caravan of colourful
strangeness serving
moerse strong coffee to
kickstart the dayness.
A travelling STASIE,
with no fixed lokaasie,
leaning upon a VUVUmental backdrop, with
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musical boppings of
bottle tops and springs.
Lovingly littered with
ROSES and well hung
VAN GO GOGHs,
please feel free to join
us every morning till
noon. Keep an eye open
for Thursday nights
procession and party
as the Stoomtrekker &
Vuvu-Lounge parade
the Binnekring before
settling in for the
wonkiest party of the
week.
Where: Binnekringish
When: Tues, Wed, Thurs,
Fri, Sat mornings

X-Tales

Dr Wungs

Trekking across time
and space, disrupting
the continuum and
altering destinies,
collecting talismans,
trinkets and twisted
tales on its nomadic
travels, the Wung Wagon
shimmers onto the
dust-blown horizon. The
X-tales tent is pitched…
Gather around for
stories, both sinister
and wry. Wungst upon
a time…
Where: mobile
When: Afternoon,
Sunset, Night

Mutant Vehicles

The Secret

Alienz Abductor

Beth’ s Gondola

When you are weary of
walking the long beautiful
roads of AfrikaBurn, you
might be lucky and be
abducted by the Alienz
Abductor, for an out
of this world ride. We
might even drop you off
for Alienz Cappuccino,
coffee or tea at the Alienz
Coffee Shop where you
can apply for asylum to
the planet of your choice.

Beth’s beautiful Venetian
Gondola will give her and
her husband Brian the
ability to explore Tankwa
Town and will give others
a chance to enjoy the
creativity of our project.

Etienne Barkhuysen

Army For Peace
Grant Meyer

Atteeeeention!!! We don’t
stand in line or make our
beds. The desert is our
battlefield, where we have
fled. Report to the dance
floor, strictly front left!
And that’s a direct order!

AstroDragon
Wim Filmalter

Look out for the Roman
Charioteer on the back
of a smoke-breathing
dragon. Join the ride
across the desert plains
or if you find us in the
darkest of the Tankwa
Night, come closer and
X-perience the views of
the Moon, Planets and
Stars over AfrikaBurn.

Brian James

Birthday Suits
Pierre McLoed

Come and experience the
freedom of nudism on our
no textile taxi.
Leave your textiles behind
and take a ride on our
textile fun bed.
Daily rides and well lit
night rides.

Boney

Charl Bothma

Boney is the fire starter,
watch out for the
firebombs and smoke
rings!

Bubbles The
Unicorn
Tomer Doron

Bubbles the Unicorn
ferries her humans
around the playa
spreading love and
rainbow bubble farts as
she goes.
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Buggalux

Charl Bothma

Buggalux will be
roaming and playing
chill music, late
afternoon and sunset.
Giant smoke rings
will be the position of
Buggalux for sunset.

Buggy Nights
Tomer Doron

Buggy Nights is a
seasoned Beach
Buggy Burner with DJ
Headphones towing
a love palace with a
stripper pole, DJ decks,
carpet and sultry
curtains. Buggy Nights
loves long walks on
the playa, picking up
strangers, multiple
partners, music,
impromptu parties
(especially sunset
parties and silent disco)
and getting up to all
kinds of mischief. She’s
a bad girl.... She’ll be at
Camp NOW before she
heads out for prowls
and parties so come for
a visit and jump on her
for a ride. She’ll head
up the Leopard Mafia
procession on Thursday
and loves going tits out
on Saturday.
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Burning Mail
Postal Van
Burning Mail

Keep an eye out for the
Burning Mail postal van
on Binnekring. Stop us
if you wish to write a
postcard (postcards
and stamps provided)
or ask us to deliver mail
within Tankwa Town.
We will do our best to
find the recipient of your
message.

Candy Crush
Roger James

Cruising the galaxies,
thinking thoughts,
feeling fur and finding …
still there and now here,
where?

Carpet Of Dreams
KP Cote

Fly across the event on
the Carpet of Dreams
and make new friends.
Please flag us down and
ask for a ride.

ChillMobile
Dion Evert

Come ride with us on
our ChillMobile as we
transport you around
Tankwa Town. By day
we offer you a cool and
comfortable ride in our
shaded and misted
‘Transport of Delight’,
while by night, you’ll
have a safe, hop on-hop
off trip around the Playa
as you go from jol to
jol. We’ll light the night
for you!

Da Mule

Peter Forbes

Da Mule, the modern
day Tankwa donkey!
Can go places no other
donkey has gone before!
Another creation of
LittleBull of Camp Anvil!

A Roman Chariot with an
Old War Horse as power,
Patrolling the Binnekring
for Places a Gladiator
would be needed,
and looking for some
Refreshments en route!
Other Gladiators or
Amazons are welcome
to jump on!

B in a luxurious furry
sofa. This is the next
level of sidecar.

We are the resistance,
find us!

Furball 2

Kuba Granicki

Don’t Taj Mahol
Ziggy Francisco

Brought to you by hate,
love and head bobbing.

Dragon Rider

Marko Van Der
Kinderen

Engineering is art!! See
a skeleton ride a dragon
(with refreshments
following).

eXentricity

Marius Vermeulen

eXentricity: the
awesomeness of being
yourself. Embrace your
‘you’ ness.

DamselFly

Doug Taylor

A mobile artpiece to
enjoy. Delicate by day
and a firefly by night.

Chariot X
Craig Els

Designation: Recon
Playa X

Desert Taxi

Psy-Snail Group

Keep a beady eye out
for this “Monocular“
Psyber-creature, it’s got
its eye open for you!
Take a slither around
Binnekring (at snailspace of course), you
never know what a snail
might sniff out…

Far Far car
Nico Fourie

If the FAR FAR CAR isn’t
parked at a random
Bar, but rather moving
around on Tankwa’s
sacred ground, make
sure to follow him and
see where he stay. I bet
you it’s a place called
FAR FAR AWAY.

Furball 1

Henk Coet zee

The first furball will take
you from point A to point

Hawaiian Cruiser
Jonathan ClarkBrown

Get your space jacket!
Furball 2 will is taking
you to intergalactic
space travel - on a
couch.

Ever dream about seeing
an oasis in the desert?
You will be able to spot
it cruising on 2 wheels.
Keep one eye open
and you might catch a
glimpse of it. No, you’re
not hallucinating!

Giant MINI Wire
Car “ DRAADKAR”

HMS Fuck’t In
The Dust

Giant MINI DRAADKAR,
for the boys and all you
girls that pushed your
little wire cars around as
a kid, spit flying as you
make the sounds of the
most awesome engines,
steering it into all the
furniture and making
race tracks in your
mom’s rose garden. This
is a life size version!

Shipwrecked in the
Tankwa! Join us for
a memorable cruise
whilst we go down with
the ship. Think sailors,
pirates, and general
sea-fearing revelry
whilst we celebrate the
previously oceanic floor
of the Kalahari Craton
(the oldest tectonic
plate in the world at an
estimated 500 MA).

Henk Coet zee

Dylan Els

Griffin Mutant
Scoot

Steve Griffin-Wintie

Griffin Mutant scoot with
leisure trailer attached.

Gypsylicious Van
Jacolien Steyn

Gypsys are those who
travel with a carnival.
Join our gypsy spirit,
hop on our unique
Gypsylicious Van
and receive a special
handmade gift.

Tim Shaw

Katryn

Princess Feisty

Katryn is mutant
steampunk hellcat.
She roams the plains
of the Tankwa living on
dust and memories.
She loves it when the
circus comes to town
every year. Then she
feasts on desert rats,
creepy drunks, sparkle
ponies, errant children
and the occasional white
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madam. She’s quite shy,
but if you throw scraps
of bacon at her from a
distance she may warm
up to you. She also loves
a good ear scratch, but
only from her beloved
Princess Feisty. And she
farts puffs of smoke...

Kieu

Francois Rossouw

The word kieu is the
roman word for vehicle.
As this years theme is
X which means ten in
Roman, our theme will
be Roman. We will be
dressed as Romans and
have a Roman vehicle as
our means of transport.

knerXus

Grant Kelbrick

Approximately 40
years ago, Xnersus the
pterodactyl became on
eXtinct at the SAUK.
Now, after many years
behind a glass screen in
the museum, he visits
Tankwa Town to roam
the playa in search of
delights of a different
kind.

Lobo – The Spirit
Train
The Lobo Crew

The concept of the
Spirit Train is born from
a natural progression
and culmination of
circumstance which
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is deeply rooted in
conscious awareness.
It might sound like an
illusion of literacy but
in fact it is a true story.
What has since unfolded
(certainly on personal
levels for our crew) has
organically embodied
its namesake, and the
spirit in which it began
– that of selflessness
and a desire to make a
difference. Therein lies
the magic of sharing
an original project in
a community that is
personally transformed
through its deeply
challenging dynamics.
We sought to bring
life to a train ... and
this train has a name
- affectionately known
as Lobo.

Loki

Fraser Black

Loki - the mutant rhino
and AfrikaBurn’s most
mischievous mutant
sound system returns
for our 3rd year. We’re
getting better... and
better... and better!
Expect our usual light
and sound shenanigans
plus eargasmic
progressive trance,
deep house, minimal
techno, tech house and
old school rave anthems
delivered by the Loki
DJs. Are you ready?

Lola the Dead
Unicorn
Greg Gillowey

“Hey Rust ‘n Dust, we
saw you riding around
on a dead unicorn
earlier?”
“Yip, that’s our potjie’s
secret ingredient...
Tastes like sunshine and
rainbows!”

Love Bunny
Camp Now

The Love Bunny is a
rescued mission on
a rescue mission.
Once unloved and
abandoned, this 1970’s
VW wreckage has
undergone a radical
transformation into a
furry, fluffy, funky bunny,
parading and sharing
love wherever she roves.
Big bunny ears change
colors throughout the
hot magical nights:
White meaning Bunny
needs love, Red
indicating Bunny is
getting love. Enormous
white ears, puffy cotton
ball tail, Bunny drives
the desert collecting
lost souls in desperate
search of a love
overhaul. Inside her soft
interior is connection,
warmth, laughter and
music, all the delicious
delicacies of love in one
warm fuzzy puddle.

M*A*S*H*E*D

Mat t Roberts

The M*A*S*H*E*D Truck
will be dispensing it’s
usual heady cocktail
of music, mirth and
merriment. Come ride
the Rock ’n Roll Lorry
of Love.

MaDAfrika – The
Green Man &
Flying Gypsies
Ilse Appelgryn

Honouring the
community in spirit
& partaking in the
expression of the soul.
We are real we are
African we are what we
want to be. MadAfrika &
AfrikaMad.

Magic Carpet

Andrew Higson Smith

A magic carpet
sweeping across the
Tankwa - hop aboard for
an Arabian ride across
town.

Mal Koel

Bethesda Gagiano

The mad cow will be
there to move people
around the playa,
usually starting from VT
Tranquility space and
doing the rounds to the
dance floors. A easy
way to be part of the
madness: on the back of
the mad cow.

Mello Yellow
Submarine
Steven Griffin

The Vallies agree to
accompany Captain
Fred in his Yellow
Submarine and go
to Pepperland inside
Tankwa Town to free it
from the music hating
Blue Meanies.

Murtle The Turtle
Brad Briscoe

Murtle the turtle, one
very psychedelic
creature floats across
the desert plain feeding
on desert bugs and
mushrooms. She
is always thirsty so
bring her a cold drink
whenever she may cross
your path.

Miss Possum
Peter Forbes

Miss Possum is a
Victorian era styled
motorized tricycle. Built
by LittleBull from Camp
Anvil but piloted by his
daughter, don’t mess
with the Bulls!

Moozooki Tankwa
Taxi
Michael Wilson

One of your feet’s best
friends if you are tired
and happen to be in
the right place at the
right time. Hop on, hop
off, make friends, BUT
beware the mega hand,
as the driver is a slapper.

MS Mayday
Julius Kliem

A roving desert rescue
craft, intent on saving
poor tired soul’s overly
long walks in the
wilderness.

Musafir

Lukas Hess

The Musafir is the ferry
of the lighthouse, its
extension towards the
Binnekring. It is there to
pick you up and bring
you towards our beacon
of light.

Mushroom Hill

Anton Grundlingh

This magical mushroom
experience is all about
fun and making your
journey a bit easier since
the Burn is major and
the heat can nearly kill
you. This art vehicle
will be enjoyed during
the day and at night it
will be a psychedelic
shroooom.

Neo, The Red Pill
Andrew Hartle

You take the blue
pill—the story ends, you
wake up in your bed and
believe whatever you
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want to believe. You take
the red pill—you stay in
Wonderland, and I show
you how deep the rabbit
hole goes. Take a ride
on Neo and discover the
wonders of Tankwa.

Nyaminyami
Felix Holm

Nyaminyami is the
Zambezi river god. With
the body of a snake
and a head of a fish.
Nyaminyami will be
a slow train that will
swim its way around
the playa from fish
stop to fish stop. While
giving slow rides we
will distribute SASSI
information and urban
farming and aquaponics
propaganda.

Ossewa

The Loudest Man
On Site

A modern take on
Karoo transport. The
most DANGEROUS
mutant vehicle onsite,
driven by a bunch of
FIERCE looking TEDDY
BEARS. Feel free to
jump on, but only when
we’re COMPLETELY
STATIONARY!
Otherwise, face the
wrath of LittleBull, the
creator and LOUDEST
man onsite!
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Ou Bessie

Clive Lucas

Ou Bessie’s family for
many years transported
the karretjiemense in the
tranquil Tankwa Karoo.
Johanna Gertruida
Boer was born in far
northern Cape town of
Pofadder in late 1869.
Having travelled with
her volk down through
the northern Cape on
a donkey cart, they
introduced the cart
donkeys to the area.
Ou Bessie is one of the
original leaders of the
carts, well known in her
day for her strength and
mother of many cart
donkeys seen today on
the Tanqua paaie.

Pacman 1

Robert Van Der Vliet

Pacman returns! Waka
waka waka…

PacMan2
Zool Holl

Hold on Tankwatonians
– Pacman’s heading
your way!

Penelope Pitstop
Janine Van Der
Kinderen

What perils awaits poor
Penelope on the playa?
Join us for this week’s
exiting episode; will she

escape with her lipstick
intact? Pretty in pink,
particularly pleasant and
pottering precariously
over the potholes.....
Heeeeee--llllllp !!!!

will mesmerize and
entrance passers-by and
onlookers alike.

RaveRover

Harry Boden

Hop on board for a fun
bumble around the
Binnekring - let us show
you another psy’ed of
life :)

RaveRover is a colourful
mobile Mutant Vehicle
with some phenomenal
DJ’s from SA and
beyond, flamethrowers
and bubbles, come ride
along on the dancing
platform. :)

Quadropod

Rhinobatos

A Theo Jansen inspired
four by three legged
walking machine. The
machine’s elegant
locomotion leaves
nothing but footprints
behind, a metaphor for
how humans should live
as one within the world.
The machine showcases
how simple components
can be put together in an
ingenious way to create
a complex and powerful
machine.

Rhinobatos is the
scientific name for the
guitarfish. We decided
to turn an electric
skateboard into this
mutant vehicle as we
needed a creature that
was close to the ground
and didn’t require much
height.

Psy’ ed Car

Dani Flockton

Lloyd Hughes

Quisilla The
Dragonfly
Dale Niehaus

Quisilla the Dragonfly
will amaze Burners
with her beauty! Her
transparent wings
magically light up the
night sky while her
multi-facilitated eyes

Clive Favis

Skip The Camel
Brendan Joseph

Skip the Camel is more
than just another Ship
of the Desert. He is also
adorned with treasure
buried deep (and others
not so deep) in your
local rubbish skip.
Listen to the sounds his
treasures make when he
comes past or catch him
grazing desert shrub in
the cool Karoo air to hear
some real secrets...

Skull Car

Wayne McDermid

We share common
ancestors. Baboons are
cool.

Suzie X

Willem Scholt z

Watch out for Suzie X,
the mutant vampire
bat from hell ... see her
gliding in the Tankwa
night sky. Hitch a ride
... high up on her back
if you dare. Expect
coffee under her wings
at sunrise and potjies
of delicious stews on
Thursday evening. Call
on her to perform
honorable duties where
a transporter is required.

The Brolly Trolley
Christopher Jake
Weeden

The Brolly Trolly is a
beaming dome of colour
and hope (shade) that
can be seen from miles
and miles across the
desert. Sun getting the
better of you? Then
hop on board the Brolly
Trolly and enjoy the
cool breeze and shaded
cruise through the
desert that awaits you.

The Desert Tree
Peter Sydow

It’s the tree of life, where
we can all gather around

and underneath and
discuss the great things
we see all over and
around at the Burn ...

The Flying Pink Pig
Martin Disler

The ‘Flying Pink Pig’ will
provide shade and an
area to re-boot. When
the wings are open and
extended they will make
a shaded chill-out music
area giving respite from
the midday sun.

The Jello

Graham Springer

The Jello. So named
for her once-upon-atime incarnation as a
Jellyfish is a mobile
puddle of cuddly love.
Cobbled together
upon a solid structure
of over-enthusiasm
and happy hippy joy,
the Jello brings grins
to the faces of weary
Tankwa wanderers,
carted off across
the playa in elegant
comfort. She provides
an oasis of peace and
rest for revellers late
in the evening and
bemusement for those
that watch her amble
gently by. And she brings
much happiness to the
buffoons who coax her
into spluttering action
year after burning year.
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The Merry Maggot

The Slow Couch

Dead on your feet? Flag
down the Merry Maggot.
She’ll eat your heart.

Looking to get out
of action? ‘The Slow
Lounge’ preaches a
smoother pace. If this
is a lifestyle for which
you’ll vouch, then we’ve
got the place and the
couch.

Herman Jonker

The Rehearsal
Antony Cooper

The rehearsal: We take
you to the other side...
You know the day
destroys the night
Night divides the day
Break on through to the
other side
fun not funerary – Come
on baby share our ride
Our gift is the ride of
your lifetime
Break on through to
what lies beyond
Break on through to light
and life
Break on through to the
other side
Step inside, feel the
other side
Your epitaph re-written,
re-considered, rehearsed.

The Sebastian Old
Smith Project
Rob McFie

Imagine an aircraft that
was built before the
Wright Brothers flew
their first plane. It was
all experimental until
someone got airborne.
This is the inspiration for
this MV.
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Domenico Nusca

The Third Lady
Adam Buxbury

The Third Lady is a tame
and gentle ladybug
whose 2014 Burn
journey was incomplete.
She made it in 2015
and she’s back again
for the X Burn. She’s
looking as beautiful as
ever. She’s easy on the
eyes and always carries
liquid supplies. She also
sports photographic
studio lighting - very
exciting! Find her in the
Binnekring serenading
the beautiful burners,
flapping her wings and
sharing love, light &
good hearty energy.

The White Hat

Jan Van Der Vyver

Tip your hat to the guys
in white - may the shade
be with you!

Tony ‘ Lovebus’
Manero
Everybody Love
Everybody

Tony is a mosaic mirrorball bus who brings
love and tunes to the
Binnekring!

Vlakvark

Paul Jaques

Vlakvark is a mutant
quad bike couch (or
quouch). He will be
snuffling about the
playa with no particular
agenda. Think Ratrod
crossed with a couch
with some nautical
influences. (Good luck).

Vuvalini

Peter Forbes

Vuvalini, the magic
carpet of sidecars!
Another creation of
LittleBull of Camp Anvil!

VuvuStasie
Vuvulounge
VuvuCreative

A weird and wonderful
caravan of colourful
strangeness serving
moerse strong coffee to
kickstart the dayness.
A travelling STAASIE,
with no fixed lokaasie,
leaning upon a VUVUmental backdrop, with
musical boppings of

bottle tops and springs.
Lovingly littered with
ROSES and well hung
VAN GO GOGHs,
please feel free to join
us every morning till
noon. Keep an eye open
for Thursday night’s
procession and party
as the Stoomtrekker &
Vuvu-Lounge parade the
Playa before settling in
for the wonkiest party of
the week.

X-tractor

You’ re Normal

The X-Tractor is the
product of X-Tractions
of various essences
you’ll find on a farm. Use
the X-Tractor to X-tract
energy and enable you
to visit more expos
without completely
draining your energy on
your way there.

Trundling around,
serenading beautiful
burners, sharing love,
light, good vibes, energy,
and every now and
then spinning some old
school tracks to bring
back deep-seated or
light-hearted memories
rescued from the control
panel of the subconscious mind that we
can deal with together,
either as therapist or
therapee, depending on
what kind of response
they invoke. You put it
to our panelled experts,
if you prove to be
unresponsive to our
normal interventions
we will administer more
vinyl solution – pop
shop vinyl to take you
back to the days when
you were happy...or
not. Diagnosis will be
couched in lashings of
euphemism. Therapy
might even involve a bit
of Noot vir Noot. Some
of the tracks you can
expect to unpack with
us on the couch:
“Jung man, I was once in
your shoes.”
“Is this real life, or is this
just fantasy?”

Basson Van Der Spuy

Vygie

X-Wing
Starfighter

Vygie - A blend of Karoo,
Fynbos, Steampunk and
Aliens under the African
stars.

Woohoo! We’ve got
our hands on a T-65B
X-wing starfighter for
AfrikaBurn!

Rudi Stumpf

Wet Dream
Evan Hughes

Arrrr ye maties. Grab
urrr ale and booty, and
come ride the high, dry
desert sea with us in
style. Hop on our pirate
ship when you feel like
relaxing in some shade
and listening to some
relaxing music. Come
find us docked in the
Binnekring at times
for a massage from
our miniature fairy and
some drinks.

Fraser Black

Luke Powers
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BURN
SCHEDULE
As with all things in
Tankwa Town, we invoke
the gospel of “ish”.
These burn times may
change due to artists’
whim, health and safety
considerations or the
mighty desert weather.
Please check the Burn
Schedule board at
Off-Centre Camp
(between 8-ish and 9ish
on Binnekring Rd) for the
latest info. If you don’t
want to miss a burn, a
good tip is to look to the
horizon and go to where
you see people gathering.
If there is a burn
perimeter, there is a good
chance that something is
about to burn.
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Thursday
Sunset: 5 – 8pm
13 Ons Gaan Nou Braai!
28	Pendulum
49	Sucleus
6	Weathervane

Night: 8pm – 12Am
66	The Desert Flower
73 South East North West
45	Childs Play Revisited

Friday
Sunset: 5 – 8pm
55	A Love Too Deep
42	CurveXious

Night: 8pm – 12Am

22	Mr Tower

16	X-Flare pot

2	Obscura 2010
6pm

	
Clan X
9pm

43	Ring Toss

Late Night: 12 – 4Am

17 Wonderville Nature Estate

59	Meeting @ X
63	The Moment
12am
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Saturday
Sunset: 5 – 8pm
54 G
 ABRB3 + (MAOA + BDNF
+ 5HTTLPR) = ? ? = X. X =
THE RETURN TO CHAOS
27	MiniKring
29 Lizzy X Edition
53	Xpansion and contraXion
30	Xenophobia
52	The Antwerp X-Change

Night: 8pm – 12Am
26	Awakening
8pm
(This is a silent burn. Mandatory
switch off all sound systems)
46	X-Here
10pm

Late Night: 12 – 4Am
10	WeR1
47 Unknown Melody

Sunday
Dawn: 5am – sunrise

Night: 8pm – 12Am

69 Project O
5am

15	Confession

4	Tower in the Sky

Sunset: 5 – 8pm
72	Life Love and Death
25	Temple //Xam
(This is a silent burn.
Mandatory switch off
all sound systems)
8	Ex Cinere, Unitate
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74	Laghuis
3	Sun Story
36	Tiffany Twisted
61	Tankwa Town
Lighthouse Service
10pm

Late Night: 12 – 4Am
60	Hauptbahnhof
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CALLING CARD

Howzit, Heita,
Sawubona,
Molo,
I called at your camp,
but you weren't in.
I'm at

Pop in and find me
if you can.
See you soon,

CALLING CARD

Howzit, Heita,
Sawubona,
Molo,
I called at your camp,
but you weren't in.
I'm at

Pop in and find me
if you can.
See you soon,

See you soon,

Pop in and find me
if you can.

I called at your camp,
but you weren't in.
I'm at

Howzit, Heita,
Sawubona,
Molo,

CALLING CARD

Notes
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Notes
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Many thanks
to all involved
in compiling
our What The
Fuck Guide:

THANK
you
very
much

SO LONG UNTIL
NEXT TIME.
PLEASE GET
HOME SAFE
& SOUND

Editing:
Travis Lyle
Davina Hall

Map Maker:
Davina Hall

Design & Layout:
Mea Jordaan

Compilers:
Tash Davern
Florien Benninga

MUTANT VEHICLE WRANGLERS:
Erica Inches

Theme Camp Wranglers:
Carol Claassen
Tash Davern

Theme Camp lead:
Sonica Kirsten

Art Wrangler:
Isa Marques

Art Lead:
Monique Schiess

Racing outta here?
That’s a thing of the
past - you’re going to be
pulsed on exit, but it’s
all in the name of road
safety. Chill - tune into
Radio Free Tankwa on
99.9FM and sit back
and enjoy the vibe.
While you wait, check
that load is secure and
remember: leave no
trace doesn’t end at
the gate - please leave
the R355 spotless.
Stay safe and enjoy
the afterglow!
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